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A letter from the

Publisher
IES’s Educational Proposal: ”An integrated and personalised
Education within an international context”
Recent history, specifically that of these first years
of the 21st century, has shown that societies advance,
without interruption, toward a greater level of social,
economic and even political integration, which
permits a greater level of individual and collective
welfare without relinquishing characteristics of
identity and personality.
In this landscape of greater cooperation
between nations and peoples, Education does
not occupy a marginal space- it is every day more
important, a more significant player in the onward
march of integration. A modern educational system,
if it is to be truly solid and useful, should recognise
that Internationalism is an appropriate value to be
incorporated within its philosophy, methodology
and curriculum content, and as such it should be
considered a fundamental element in both planning
and delivery.
Each student is a unique human being, singular,
whose existence will not be repeated in time, and
who needs his/her ‘learning style’ to be understood
and respected by his/her teachers. This awareness
of ‘learning style’ should contribute to the optimising
of the student’s performance in accordance with his/
her capacities and abilities. The system of ‘individual
tutorial for learning’ for each student is very useful
as a tool for achieving the aforementioned aims.
The student is also a member of a community
which, of itself, will require a knowledge base diverse
in nature, which includes a range of disciplines such
as: Mathematics; Languages and Literature; the
Humanities; the Sciences; Information Technology;
the Arts with special relevance given to Painting,
Music and Architecture; and, last but not leastDynamic Expression, with Physical Education and
Sports appropriate to the age and developmental
level of the student.
Students should also have the opportunity to
put these disciplines into practice, permitting the
application in real situations of the knowledge and
abilities acquired. This praxis may be developed
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within a laboratory environment, in the theatre,
during an excursion, through community service,
via a national or international sporting interchange
event, or simply through sharing and cooperating on
a project developed with classmates in a traditional
classroom or in a ‘virtual classroom’, or by travelling
to meet and work with fellow students in other IES
schools both nationally and internationally.
These disciplines and activities may form part
of a ‘core curriculum’, accepted and officially
recognised by the local or national education
departments and ministries, as well as being part of
the ‘complementary curriculum’, which goes beyond
simple, formal instruction. Curriculum delivery, both
core and complementary, supported by a demanding
and modern methodology, will help the student
develop his/her own style, a solid core of values and
a range of tools that will permit him/her to assimilate
a wider, better range of educational experiences in
the future. A methodology for learning, doing and
being.
To achieve these objectives it is useful to have to
hand high quality educational programmes, which
are internationally recognised and benchmarked.
IES schools have incorporated and implemented
a range of programmes including the International
Baccalaureate programmes and the English
National Curriculum, alongside existing national
programmes, in order to underpin and maximise
the opportunities to achieve an optimum academic
level.
The correct matching and combination of these
elements facilitates a learning environment, which
is both modern and more efficient with the student
being both the axis of the learning activities and the
key player, through assuming an active role in his/
her own formation.
For this reason, IES proposes that education
should be: integrated and personalised, framed
within an international context.
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Blouberg International School
- Acquisition of New Land
We are thrilled that IES has signed the purchase
agreement of land for the development of our new
school on the corner of Ringwood Drive. It is nestled
in the wonderful suburban area of Parklands,
which in keeping with its namesake, is surrounded
by parks, wetlands, lovely suburban homes and
places of worship. The land expands across the
landscape with the magnificent Table Mountain as
its backdrop and the sea just a stone’s throw away.
It has all services installed and has the appropriate
zoning certificate; hence, we were able to enter into
the next development phase almost immediately.
Our Site Development Plan (SDP) which
was presented to the Parklands Home Owner’s
Association on the 27 February of this year, was
greeted with great enthusiasm and admiration at
our exquisite design. Once met with their stamp of
approval, the design was then forwarded on to the

Blaauwberg Local Council for their final approval.
The process involves a traffic assessment as well
as an environmental assessment
We now await their approval before we can
move enthusiastically into the final planning phase
of our school.

Hout Bay, South Africa
Hout Bay is unique in South Africa and possibly
in the world. Known colloquially as the “Republic
of Hout Bay”, the community
has a reputation for green living
and environmental sustainability,
for creativity in arts and music
and for outstanding natural beauty
in mountain and ocean landscape.
Lying at the heart of this community
is a 6.3 hectare area of farmland,
which is now owned by IES. As
we will look at the school from
the front entrance, a river flowing
out to the Atlantic Ocean forms
one boundary, to the left is an
equestrian centre and to the right,
community sports facilities are
planned. The heart of Hout Bay is
surrounded by the most glorious

landscape including the rear view of the famous
Table Mountain as can be seen in the photograph.
In this unique location IES will
build a new purpose built school,
an international school which
will offer an education which is
as relevant for the internationally
mobile as for those who will
remain in the rainbow nation of
South Africa. There could be
no more suitable location for
a school prepared to shoulder
these
responsibilities
and
prepare the next generation for
the challenges that lie ahead,
challenges which will undoubtedly
face both individuals and society.

4
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THE INAUGURATION
OF THE NEW
GYMNASIUM
SEK Budapest International School
In
the
presence
of
the Mayor of
the 2nd District
of Budapest,
Dr. Zsolt Láng,
the President
of SEK- IES
Institution, Mr.
Jorge Segovia
Bonet, and Mr.
Luis Martínez
Zorzo,
Vice
President, we
celebrated the
Mr. Jorge Segovia, IES President
inauguration of
the new Gymnasium of SEK Budapest International
School on Tuesday, 21st of October 2008.
This new gymnasium will help us improve the
Curriculum of the SEK International School in
Budapest, and provide our students with more
space to practice sports, as well as to open school
to new cultural programs, which are the essential
parts of basic education in the 21st century.
The event took place in a friendly environment,
in the presence of authorities, parents, teachers
and students, who made this ceremony and the
amazing performances possible.
To conclude the event, there was a reception for
all the guests who also had an opportunity to take a
tour around all the facilities of the new gym.

Dr. Zsolt Láng, the Mayor of the 2nd District of
Budapest, Mr. Luis Martínez Zorzo, Vice President
and Ms. Gabriella Gidró, Principal

A SEK BUDAPEST
TORNACSARNOK
FELAVATÁSA
SEK Budapest International School
A SEK Budapest Oktatási Központ új
tornacsarnokának megnyitó ünnepségének
megrendezésére 2008. október 21-én került sor,
Dr. Láng Zsolt, II. kerületi polgármester, valamint
a SEK Nemzetközi Intézmény részéröl Jorge
Segovia Bonet, az Intézmény elnöke, és
Luis Martínez Zorzo alelnök megtisztelö
részvételével.
Az új beruházás célja, hogy elösegítse
a
SEK
Budapest
Óvoda,
Általános
Iskola
és
Gimnázium
tantervében
megfogalmazott célok megvalósítását, és
a diákok számára lehetöséget biztosítson
játékos és sporttevékenységek számára,
amelyek a XXI. század fiataljai számára is oly
fontosak.

Az ünnepélyes megnyitó a meghívott
vendégek, az igazgatóság, valamint a szülök,
tanárok és diákok jelenlétében zajlott, egy
kellemes hangulatú program keretében, Tanulóink
különbözö müsorszámokkal készültek, hogy
emlékezetessé tegyék az avatás eseményét.
A megnyitó ünnepség egy fogadással zárult,
amelynek során a vendégeknek lehetöségük
nyílt megtekinteni az új épületet, a tornacsarnok
helyiségeit.
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Blouberg International
School Inaugural
Spelling Bee 2009

Year 1

Blouberg International School
On Tuesday 3rd March, 2009 all the students of Blouberg
International School sat a preliminary spelling test to
produce finalists for their first spelling bee. From this round
three children from each year level won through to take part
in the competition on Thursday 5th March. Teachers were
delighted with the results and pleasantly surprised by the
calibre of spellers in our school. The students in Year 6 and
7 were faced with words such as ‘denouement’, ‘convalesce’
and ‘loquacious’. Three of these students gained the full
forty marks possible in the preliminary stage! During the
competition, the rest of the school, who were watching, had
a great time seeing the competitors curl their tongues fluidly
around the challenging letters. The following students were
finalists, listed in order of 1st, 2nd and 3rd:
Maia Arama, Nuan Thuart and Jade Milligan
Saskia Oosterveld, Matthew Northcott and Ethan
Pelser
Year 3 - Megan Coe, Maurice Theart and Naomi
Mhlanga-Arnott
Year 4 - Gryphon Botha, Cherie Pelser and Declan
Thomas
Year 5 - Brynton van Gein, Nazom Anazodo and Siphe
Ngamlana
Year 6/7 - Katherine Bester, Vidhur and Jessica Henn

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 1 Year 2 -

Year 5

Year 6/7

Congratulations to all of the above and all the other children
who tried their best!
Written by Jessica Wells

Book Week
International School of Hout Bay
We celebrated Fabulous Fables during Book
Week in Year 3. The parents decorated our
classrooms as part of our unit on Habitats. The
children then chose animal fables to present to the
class. At the end of the week the children displayed
all the morals up on the walls of the classroom to
reflect on. The children even wrote their own fables
to share with others.
All dressed up to celebrate Book Week

6
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6th form
redevelopment

Winter at
Grantham Prep

Holy Trinity School

The Grantham Preparatory School

September saw the grand opening of the newly
refurbished Sixth Form area. The students were
delighted with the new furnishings, new computer
facilities, new kitchen and dining area, a new
conference facility - all together an area for study
and leisure in a most attractive area for learning.
Georgia Bryce and Teala Dearden share a coffee
in the new “Bistro” as they discuss their various
homework tasks.

First Trip To
Margaret Island

Winter definitely arrived at Grantham Prep this
year, covering the school, playground and playing
field with over six inches of snow. The children had
a wonderful time and for many this was the most
snow they had ever seen. The teachers enjoyed
themselves too, judging snowman competitions
and becoming involved in snowball games.

Afrikaans singing
International School of Hout Bay

SEK Budapest International School
The first fieldtrip for
our new preschoolers
is always a very
important
event.
The
excitement
started during the
preparations
for
the half-day trip to
Margaret Island. The
smallest
students Preschoolers at Margaret
discussed what they Island on their first fieldtrip.
needed for the trip, and they decided that blankets,
sand toys and sunhats must be in their backpacks.
Everybody was delighted and nothing was left at
home.
Once at Margaret Island, they started their picnic
next to the Singing Fountain. After the snack they
headed for the playground. Everybody was happy
to try the slide and swings, or to play in the sandbox.
The first fieldtrip was an unforgettable experience.

IES_2009_04.indd 7

Afrikaans is one of the second languages taught
at our school. Here Mrs Visser, with her Year 3
class, presents a song during an assembly.

Year 3 in action during assembly
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HTS International School of the Year
Holy Trinity School
HTS has been awarded the prestigious title of “International School of 2009”. This was awarded by the
Birmingham Telegraph, a newspaper that circulates to businesses in the West Midlands.
The newspaper reporters and photographers visited the school to interview pupils and staff. Much was
made of this award in the local community, and parents both past and present contacted the school with
their congratulations.

Chinese
Earthquake
Relief Fund
Boca Prep International School
Boca Prep International School was pleased to
host a major Ping Pong tournament on Saturday
7th June 2008 to raise money and awareness for
the Chinese earthquake relief fund. This massive
earthquake has devastated villages close to the
Tibet border and
the local Chinese
community was
determined
to
show solidarity
and help send
their donations.

Architecture and
Design
International School of Hout Bay
The Year 3’s used
natural
materials
to
create a structure to be
used in building their own
community.
They built
everything from a water
slide theme park to an elevator and jungle play gym.
They used their understanding of materials and
their properties in building and quickly discovered
what problems occurred when using materials not
suited for the purpose! Together the classes elected
a mayor and council for their community. They
designed the infrastructure and buildings necessary
for their community to function effectively.

Chinese Dragons
at Boca Prep
International
School!
Boca Prep International School
Monday 26th January
To mark the beginning of the Chinese New Year,
Boca Prep’s National Honor Society performed
Chinese Dragon dances and songs to entertain
the Lower School at lunchtime on Monday 26th
January. A costume was flown in from San
Francisco’s “China Town” and the school enjoyed a
“Chinese” Day, linking up with students in a Beijing
school and eating typical Chinese food at lunchtime
(stir fry, rice and Spring Rolls.) Special thanks to
our Chinese students, our Student Government
President, Guanhua Chen; Vice President, Belinda
Niu; and of course to the Coordinator of The National
Honor Society, Mrs. Luzy Wong-Kuon. Once more,
an example of internationalism in action at Boca

Prep International School, Boca Raton’s “best kept
international secret”.
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Drumming club

New Minibus

International School of Hout Bay

The Grantham Preparatory School
This year has seen the addition of a second minibus at Grantham Prep. The new, colourfully liveried
bus has been used to take children to matches and
has enabled the school to implement a bus route,
bringing children to school every day.

One of the clubs offered
at the International School
of Hout Bay is African
Drumming. Patrick Dilley
from Team Spirit runs a
junior and senior drumming
group that is growing in
popularity. It is wonderful
to hear the sounds of the
children drumming in the
afternoons.

The bus is instantly recognisable and has been
spotted many times on its frequent journeys.

Patrick Dilley from Team Spirit and his junior Drumming
group- Alex Ross, Teddie Mcaleese, Scott MacFarlaneChase

Outing to Mr
Tinsley’s workshop
International School of Helderberg

Hockey
Holy Trinity School

Year 2 students enjoying their visit to Mr Tinsley’s
workshop.

This term has seen great success for our hockey
players. Three pupils were chosen to represent
Worcester County. This is a superb achievement
as the competition is very strong and only the very
best are chosen to have the honour of playing in
the county team. Congratulations to Ella Wilkinson
who will represent the under 13’s, Danielle Turley,
Frances Baron and Lucy Mattocks will represent
the under 17’s.

The year two class was inquiring into different
workplaces for their Unit of Inquiry. We decided
to see what a cabinet maker does. We had lots of
fun seeing how all the different machinery worked
and then made a key ring holder with the help of
Mr. Tinsley and his assistant. The children were all
very excited as these were to be their Father’s Day
gifts.
By Heather Beauchamp

9
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Interdisciplinary
Way to Celebrate
OCTOBER 23

Flag Raising
Ceremony on the
5th June 2008

SEK Budapest International School

International School of Helderberg

Just like every
year, on the 23rd
of
October
we
commemorated
one of the most important milestones
of Hungarian history,
when in 1956 the
Hungarians started
The students actively particia rebellion against
pate in the new interdisciplinary
the Soviet invasion,
way of celebrating important
which also played an
National Days.
important role in the
history of modern Europe. To that end, we celebrate
it with various activities from different subjects,
such as literature, art, and physical education. In
literature we had to complete crossword-puzzles
about famous authors from the corresponding
period. In art, we used different techniques to
create the Hungarian flag with a hole in the center,
which is one of the most important symbols of the
rebellion against the soviet invasion.
Adam Kovács 11th grade student

What makes us
Special and unique
- Year 2

This is a historical event as it is the first flag
raising ceremony we have had at the International
School of Helderberg. The flag raising is quite
special because there are only a few people who
can do it in the school. There are two ways of
raising the flag:
1. Keep it rolled up and at the top unfold it.
2. Keep the flag open and throw the flag over
your shoulder. Then hoist it to the top. However,
we prefer to do it over the shoulder.
There are some rules to raising the flag. Here
are the main ones:
1. You may not let the flag touch the ground
2. You may not shuffle around while you are
raising the flag (stand still)
3. You may not speak to each other.
We started off with the South African flag but
next term we are going to raise the South African,
another country’s flag and the ISH flag. The people
that are going to help me are Ayden Beauchamp
(Yr 8) and Julia Varley (Yr 7). I learned how to
raise a flag in the Voortrekkers (my sister Julia also
learned it there) – Afrikaans scouts – and I taught
Ayden how to do it.
Written by Constant Varley, Year 7 Student

International School of Hout Bay
The Year 2 Unit of Inquiry is “What makes
us special and unique?” They are hard at work
discovering how their bodies work and how
everybody’s special talents make them unique.

Year 2 Unit - Jaime Farara Yr2 pointing to her work

The International School of Helderberg Flag Raising
Ceremony.

10
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Kirstenbosch
Botanical Gardens
International School of Hout Bay
The Year 3 classes went on an outing to
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens. They were given
a talk about the various habitats found in and
around the gardens. Emphasis was placed on the
Fynbos habitat (Fine Bush), which is exclusive to
the Western Cape in South Africa.
The class learning about the different
habitats found in the Kirstenbosch Gardens

Number 10
St. John’s School
During half term my family and I went to London
to visit number 10 Downing street. We went
because my dad is the visits officer in Baghdad,
Iraq. When we went to number 10 we got a guided
tour of every room. I even got to sit in a chair worth
£135,000. We got a photo outside the front door
but sadly Mr Brown wasn’t home. We did see many
other politicians including Alistair Darling. Overall it
was a great experience, we had a lot of fun and we
learned loads. Did you know that the walls around
number 10 are actually yellow, they were blackened
by smog and the PM at the time decided it was nicer
so he wanted to keep it like that?
By Sam Tapp

Visit To The
Parliament
SEK Budapest International School
We, the 6th grade students, had a chance to
visit the Parliament with our tutor, Mr. Boldizsár
Sass. Before we entered, we spent a few minutes
admiring the architecture of one of the most famous
buildings in Hungary, and checked our knowledge
about it and the statues in front of the building.
Krisztián Pivarnyik
6th grade student

11
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Prize Giving 2008
International School of Hout Bay
What a wonderful way to end the academic
year! We held our Senior Primary Prize giving
under the oaks on the last day of school. The
setting was perfect for celebrating the outstanding
achievements of our students during the year, both
in the academic and sporting forum.
The highlight for all was the presentation of the
House Points Cup; the children had been hard at
work earning points for excellent work, behaviour or
service. The competition was close but Chapmans
won the trophy! Well done boys and girls, I wonder
who will win in 2009?

Carol Singing
The Grantham Preparatory School
Shoppers in Grantham were entertained by the
Grantham Preparatory School Band and Choir
during the run up to Christmas. Our children sang
and played for an hour at The George Shopping
Centre, delighting not just many of their parents,
who loyally came to support, but many customers
who stopped mid-shop to enjoy the concert.

The victorious House Captains - Jamaica Rose Brunda
and Caitlyn Baxter

Bis Shares Easter
Eggs With The
Under Privileged
Blouberg International School
Around
Easter
time
the children
from Blouberg
International
School
exemplified their
generosity by
donating Easter
eggs
to
children The children from Atlantis gratefully
who
are receiving the eggs we donated.
underprivileged.
Cat
Rieper
(a
Parent
Representative from the Home of Hope) said she
felt like the Pied Piper as she walked around and
distributed the eggs amongst the poorer families
in Extension 12 and 13 in the Saxon area in the
township of Atlantis. Some of the larger eggs were
handed to the local police station where they were
then distributed amongst the little victims housed
by the Child Protection Unit. In total, there were
more than 300 Easter eggs!
The children were very thankful and excited at
receiving the eggs. For most of them, these were
the only eggs they received. There were chocolate
smiles all round.

12
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Market Day 2008

Under 9 Soccer
Team

International School of Hout Bay
Just
before
our final break
up day for 2008,
the International
School held their
much anticipated
Market
Day.
The James family working
For
months
together at the card making stall
before,
the
children brainstormed ideas, calculated costs and
ingredients, baked, sewed, planted and advertised
their products and stalls. A large marquee tent
provided the perfect venue for all the buying and
selling that took place and once underway, the
whole place was filled with a very happy buzz. The
variety and creativity of what was sold was amazing
and the tables were filled with amongst other
things: plants, home made lemonade, doggy treats,
bookmarks and home baked goods. Many children
also designed their
own games and had
many fans coming
back for “just another
try!” Everyone agreed
that it was a wonderful
way to end a year
and look forward to
another such event
Frances Jones and Robyn
this year!
Patrick manning their stall

Boca Prep International School
Tuesday 20th February
On Tuesday 20th, Boca Prep International
School’s Under nine team earned their third
consecutive win after a convincing display of goal
scoring. They have now scored 17 goals and
conceded 4. More importantly, all players have
an opportunity to represent their school, learn the
principles of one of our oldest sports and understand
the importance of true team work. Congratulations
to the Lions! (or in this case, Lion Cubs!) We
hope they all continue to practice their skills and
eventually join our Varsity team – whose skills took
them to Regional Finals in 2008.
The team’s leading goal scorer is Daniel Hart.

Jonty Potgieter
International School of Helderberg
Term 3 Tuesday 22 July 2008
My Holiday
On the first day of the holiday, I went to a gymnastics competition.
It was at the University of Cape Town. I won a bronze medal for vault.
I made a mistake on floor. In the second week of the holiday, on
Saturday, I went to another gymnastics competition. I did well in the
parallel bar, low bar, floor and vault. I did the best in vault, second best
in low bar, third best on the floor and fourth best parallel bar. I came
first in my age group and won a gold medal. It was in Outshoorn.
Written by Jonty Potgieter Year 3 student
International School of Helderberg Yr 3 student, Jonty Potgieter wins Gold at
the Kaaplands Gymnastics Championship in Outshoorn 10 - 12 July 2008.
He was the overall winner in his age group. Photograph: Superimage Media

13
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Descubriendo Las
Islas Galápagos

Sports Day in
Challengeland

SEK Budapest International School

SEK Budapest International School

En colaboración con la Embajada de Ecuador en
Hungría, y con motivo de celebrar el Bicentenario
de la Independencia de Ecuador y el nacimiento
de Charles Darwin, los 50 anos de la creación del
Parque Nacional de Galápagos y la Fundación
Charles Darwin, así como el 180 aniversario de la
publicación del libro „El origen de la especies”, se
ha llevado a cabo en nuestro colegio el concurso
de pintura infantil „Descubriendo las especies
sorprendentes de las Islas Encantadas del
Ecuador”.
El programa consistió en la presentación de un
video sobre las Islas Galápagos, una exposición
sobre las Islas, que llevó a cabo la Encargada de
la Embajada de Ecuador, Doña Grace Ramírez, y
el Concurso de Pintura en el que podían participar
los alumnos de 9 a 14 años.
ˇ

Nuestros estudiantes pasaron una jornada lúdica y
formativa, aprendiendo sobre las Islas Galápagos y
dibujando para participar en el concurso.

Habitat Walk
International School of Hout Bay

This school year our Gym teachers prepared
the traditional sports day in a whole new manner.
To that end, the students of grades 5 to 11 visited
the Challengeland obstacle course of Csillebérc.
Situated in a forest, Challengeland offered various
series of obstacles high above the ground, attached
to trees at different heights. The 15 obstacle
courses are all color-coded based on their difficulty
level. At the first glance it looked so dangerous,
but complete safety was ensured by the special
equipment provided including a safety line that runs
throughout the entire course. This was a fantastic
opportunity to have fun and to keep ourselves in
shape.

The 6th graders proved there is no challenge they cannot overcome.
The children heading out
on their walk

To complete their unit on Habitats, the
Year 3 classes walked in the Table Mountain
National Park. They began their hike on
Signal Hill and then walked along towards
Lion’s Head. The area was completely
devastated by fire in December 2005 and
it was a remarkable experience to see how
nature is able to repair itself.
The children half
way through the walk

14
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“Fairyland Ball” Foundation Unit
The Grantham Preparatory School
At The Grantham Preparatory School
we want our children to have fun while they
are learning so the children have had a
Fairyland Ball. They have spent the Spring
Term reading and listening to Fairy stories
and Nursery rhymes. The children wrote
letters to their parents informing them
about the ball. The children also made
cakes, biscuits, crowns and paper chains
in preparation for the grand event. They
have also made a Fairy Castle within the
classroom.

Kemp Hospice
Holy Trinity School

HTS has taken part in several events to publicize
the work, and to raise funds for the local hospice.
Alistair Fuller, of Kemp Hospice, has addressed
the school in assemblies; he has also attended
R.E lessons to explain the work of the hospice to
pupils.
The Senior Choir entertained those visitors to
the annual “Cocktails & Carols” event. Dressed in
their finest cocktail wear the choir sang a selection
of festival songs and carols. Students also acted
as waiting staff for the evening and ensured that
the guests had plenty of refreshments to ensure a
“merry” Christmas to one and all.

Sundown Visit
The Grantham Preparatory School
Foundation
Stage went on
a trip to visit
Father Christmas
at
Sundown
Adventure Land.
They
were
greeted by Mother
Christmas at the
door and welcomed into a warm cosy room to talk
with Father Christmas. All the children were very
excited to see Father Christmas and were more
than happy to tell him that they had been good
boys and girls. Just before we said goodbye Father
Christmas surprised the children with a gift each. We
then spent the day exploring Sundown Adventure
Land. We experienced exciting rides and burned
off lots of energy in the indoor play area. We even
bumped into Honey Bear who herself had got into
the festive spirit by dressing up for the occasion.
Foundation had a wonderful time at Sundown
Adventure Land which has really put them in the
mood for a fabulous Christmas.
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Reception/ Nursery
Outings 2008

Year 5 & 6 Visit To
Greenpoint Stadium

International School of Helderberg

Blouberg International School

The
Nursery
and
Reception children had
fun in 2008 going on lots
of exciting outings relating
to the different units of
inquiry. In the first term
whilst inquiring into how
they look after themselves
they visited a local dental
Joel Finnie enjoying the
surgery. The fire station
Strawberry picking outing
visit was a great hit,
whilst finding out about different occupations. The
fire engines were very interesting and everybody
delighted in holding the hose and squirting water
everywhere!
During the inquiry into weather patterns the
children spent some time exploring the local
Helderberg Nature Reserve looking for evidence of
changing seasons. Everyone brought their colourful
umbrellas and boots for the ‘Weather Walk’ around
the school grounds. We tested different materials
to see which would be most suitable for the rainy
weather.
The year would not be complete without the
annual family outing to the Helderberg Strawberry
Farm. Children, Mums, Dads and teachers filled
their containers with the delicious, juicy fruit and
enjoyed a relaxing picnic in the beautiful surrounds.
What a busy year!
Written by Karen Walsh, Nursery Teacher and
Leigh McChlery, Reception Teacher

The Year 5
& 6 class were
privileged
to
be part of the
2010
buildup when they
were
treated
to an outing
to the Green
Point Soccer Year 5 and 6 students in front of the
Green Point stadium visitor’s centre
stadium. Upon
arrival, they were greeted by trucks, concrete and
construction workers. However, as soon as they
stepped into the visitor’s centre, it felt as if they
had been transported to another world–filled with
soccer balls, soccer heroes and slogans.
It is amazing to know that we are a part of this
wonderful and exciting event. To think: Ronaldo,
Ronaldinho and Beckham will be on our home soil
in 2010! Once again, we are proud to be South
African!

Morgen Steward Reception Student at the Fire Station

Pictured here is Arabella Withers from Year 6

Halloween
Holy Trinity School
Our hard working P.A. organised a Halloween
Disco for pupils in the Preparatory School. The
event was very well attended and in “good spirits”
the pupils dressed for the occasion and also took
part in apple-bobbing and the consuming of various
Halloween treats.
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Ies Winter Sports
Festival - 24th May
2008
International School of Helderberg
IS Helderberg hosted the inaugural IES Winter
sports day that took place at Beaumont Primary
in Somerset West on Saturday the 24th of May
2008. The three sister schools here in South Africa
- International School of Houtbay, International
School of Blouberg and International School of
Helderberg competed in the disciplines of soccer,
hockey and netball, for the IES Winter Sport
Trophy.
Students between the ages of 7 and 17
participated in a total of 14 netball, 5 hockey and
16 soccer matches during the day. The festivities
started at 09h00 and the last matches finished at
13h00. Each school was awarded points for a win
and a draw, according to the amount of teams they
had participating on the day. At the end of the day
the points were added up to determine the winner
of the IES Winter Sport trophy.

IS Helderberg
performed
very
well in all their
matches.
In
netball they played
10 matches, won
4, drew 1 and lost
5. In hockey they
played 4 matches
won 3 and drew
1. On the soccer
front IS Helderberg
did exceptionally
well and out of
the 13 matches IES Winter Inter schools
played, they won floating trophy
8, drew 2 and lost three. IS Helderberg performed
consistently well in all the disciplines and managed
to accumulate the highest score of the three school
and thus IS Helderberg are the first holders of the
IES Winter Sport Trophy.
Written by Annette Austin, Principal

Kick-boxing
Champion

Soccer
Tournament

International School of Helderberg

Blouberg International School

Congratulations
to Daniel Shaw, a
Year 9 student at the
International School
of Helderberg, for
winning the South
African Kick-boxing
championships
on
Saturday 9th August
2008 in his age
category. He has only
been kick-boxing for
3 months now and
this was the first
championship
that
he participated in.
We are very proud to have the new South African
champion or NMA “ISHKA” at our school.
Pictured: Daniel Shaw, the new South
African Kick Boxing Champion

During the soccer season, our Under 9 team
participated in a mini-soccer tournament. Despite
the cold and wet weather, the team was in high
spirits and played their hearts out in every match.
Each team in the tournament had to play six
consecutive matches against six different teams.
The hard work and dedication of the boys throughout
the term paid off and our boys were victorious in
their matches against local schools Parklands
College A, Parklands College B, Holy Cross and
Blouberg Ridge. They drew in the matches against
CBC and Seamount Primary.
The day ended
with a prize giving.
Jarrod Barnwell was
chosen as player
of the tournament.
We are very proud
of all our boys that
participated.
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A Modern Day
Cinderella Story
Blouberg International School
“And with a swish of her wand the fairy godmother
turned Cinderella’s tattered clothes into a beautiful
ball gown.......”
In October 2008 the Key stage 2 students of
Blouberg International School presented a more
comical and modern version of the old classic
Cinderella story.
With an original script written by teachers of
the school, the learners were eager to started to
prepare for their concert. Contemporary music and
hip hop and modern dancing were added to create
a more musical feel to the production.
Anton Colenbrander and Jessica Henn soon
felt at home in their roles as an old married couple
narrating the story of Ella, the poor girl who had to
go live with her aunt and her two awful daughters
after her dad was framed for tax evasion and her
mother’s unfortunate botox accident. The prince
was played by Thayne Dos Santos and in true fairy
tale tradition won the heart of his princess Ella,
played by Tiya Daubeney.
Leading roles in the production were played
by all the drama students in the school, who also
contributed to make the concert a great success.
The whole Key stage 2 took part in the concert and
were congratulated with a standing ovation on the
last night of performance.

December 2008
St. John’s School
Christmas is always a busy time, but especially
so in the weeks leading up to the end of term, with
carol services and carol singing to be arranged at
the same time as exams and reports.
The Choir at St. John’s were particularly busy
during the month of December. For the second
year running, our friends from St. Nicholas’ School
in Sidmouth joined us for an informal carol service.
The Chapel was full of children singing carols and
hymns for the joy of Christmas and the love of
singing.
We also had a Christingle service, in which the
choir sang carols and visitors received a Christingle
each. This, and our annual Carol Service, were sung

by candlelight –
making a magical
atmosphere with
the lights on the
Christmas tree.
The
Choir
also sang carols
in
Sidmouth
town centre on
a freezing cold
Saturday morning. All dressed up in their cassocks
and surplusses, they braved a cold wind to entertain
busy shoppers and parents alike.
A visit to a local nursing home completed the
choir season, singing carols and hymns to elderly
residents of the town, most of whom joined in the
singing of the well known hymns.
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Prize Giving
International School of Helderberg
Monday 10 November saw the first ever prizegiving for the International School of Helderberg High
School. The build up to the event was intense, with
practising for performances by Cameron Prenter
– who played his very own composition. The girls,
who performed a rendition of “In the morning of
my life”, and the year 7’s had been practising their
choral reading throughout the previous weeks.
The evening was full of anticipation. The teachers
donned their academic robes, the learners and
parents beaming with pride. A warm summer’s
evening set the tone as the congregation filled the
hall.
Master of ceremonies, Rosalind Arenson,
welcomed the parents and the guest speaker for
the evening, Roger Allingham, who is a navel officer
who graduated from Cambridge. He has worked for
the ANC and other esteemed organisations since
his arrival in South Africa.
The speech was an inspiration, not only to
the learners, but to everyone in attendance. The
interviewing techniques that Roger Allingham
mentioned were very useful for the learners.
Everyone present was not only motivated to
utilize their time more productively, but also to think
“out of the box” and to use every opportunity that

came their way.
And then it
was the moment
everyone
had
been waiting for:
the handing out
of awards. These
awards
ranged
Year 11 Prize winners
from
academic
achievement to sporting excellence. Although there
were many surprised faces everyone was smiling.
As the ceremony drew to a close, the books that
had piled the table high, at the beginning of the
evening, had found their way to their rightful new
owners. This was followed by photos being taken
and tea and coffee for the parents. The gathering
drew to an end, thus marking the end of a very
successful first prize-giving.
Written by
Holly Williams,
High School
English Teacher

Sportswoman of the Year, Jenny Milford and Sportsman
of the Year, Felix Ammer with guest speaker, Roger
Allingham.

The Year Two
Sleepover
Blouberg International School
During the last term, the Year 2 classes enjoyed
a fun filled and exciting sleepover at school.
The children arrived geared with their torches
and sleeping bags at 18h00 sharp. Moms and dads
nervously said goodbye to their darlings before
leaving them in the hands of their teachers. As
anticipation and excitement filled the air, the children
left their luggage in the hall and had a fun game of
Pictionary. The children enjoyed playing outside,
while waiting for their ‘boerewors’ rolls and juice.
More games were played after supper and once all
the children were settled in their sleeping bags, we
watched a movie. Not long after the fatigue set in,
soon all the children were fast asleep.

The next morning breakfast and hot chocolate
were served before they packed up and made
artefacts to take home as a souvenir. This was a
really special evening and the children were all very
brave and well behaved. Congratulations Year 2’s!
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Foundation Phase And Key Stage 1 Concert
Blouberg International School
“A MAGICAL NIGHT OF DISNEY” POCAHONTAS BY YEAR 1W, 2008
Prior to performing a dance to “The Colours of the Wind” from the Walt Disney’s ‘Pocahontas’, the
children told the story of Pocahontas through the following dramatic piece. Children were cast as the
characters Pocahontas, John Smith, a raccoon named Meeko and a hummingbird named Flit, as well as
butterflies and the ‘Colours of the Wind’.

John Smith

I came to this land
Searching for gold,
Believing in all
The stories they told.
I thought I’d be happy
With fortune and fame,
But now I am wiser –
.
John Smith is my name

Meeko, Flit and the Butterflies

I’m Meeko! I’m Flit! And we’re butt
erflies.
With Pocahontas we go exploring
On land or sea or soaring the skie
s
We have fun and life’s never boring.
One day when we were out playing
On the sand by the sea so blue
We saw a ship with white sails wav
ing
We didn’t know what we ought to
do.

Colours of the Wind:

We are Indians brave
On the land our fathers
gave.
We hunt and ride and fish
And we go where ever we
wish.

Colours of the wind

Meeko played by Kyra Taylor.
Flit played by Staci Swanepoel.
Butterflies played by Daniella Roos
and Tamzyn Terblanche

Listen to our story
Listen to our story
It might be your story too!

Pocahontas

My father is an Indian chief
A mighty man and bold.
I learned about my people’s lives
From the stories that they told.
s
I love the moon and sun and star
us.
e
gav
its
spir
This world the
I share the world with beasts and
birds –
My name is Pocahontas.

Our Very Own Oxford
Reading Tree!
Blouberg International School
To develop the Year 1’s comprehension of stories, we have
created our own Oxford Reading Tree. Around the tree our
class has placed their own mini ‘book reviews’ about their
readers. It has progressed so much so that some children
are now writing their own books which are then read to the
class and then placed in the book corner for all to read on
their own! Well done to Miss Oxley’s Year 1 class for being so
enthusiastic and eager to learn!
Left to right: Jade Milligan, Maia Arama, Sydney De
Wet, Courtney Campbell, Ezinne Lekwa, Jodie White.
Back: Jamie Fischer
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The Effects Of The
Economic Crisis

Students go green
to meet MP Hugo

SEK Budapest International School

St. John’s School

Mr.
Patrick
Raming, Worldwide
Head
of
Marketing
at Sara Lee
Corp.
visited
our school and
gave us a short Mr. Patrick Raming, a successp r e s e n t a t i o n ful businessman took the role of a
about the life of teacher for one afternoon.
a businessman and the causes and effects of the
economic crisis the world is going through.
One of the objectives of this presentation was
to give us useful advice on how to become a
successful businessman, which we appreciated
very much. However what really impressed us
was an introduction into the world of business, as
well as an explanation of the reasons that caused
economic crisis and the effects it could have on our
lives.
This exciting afternoon provided us with a variety
of useful tips and suggestions that can help us
make the right choices in our future careers.

TWO students from St
John’s School, Sidmouth,
have met with East
Devon MP Hugo Swire at
the Houses of Parliament
to discuss environmental
issues.
The
two,
Lucan
Horsnell
and
Emily
Craven, talked to the MP
about the schools Green
Club, which discusses
From left, Michael
topics about the environ- Horsnell, Lucan Horsnell,
Emily Craven and East
ment.
Devon
MP Hugo Swire at
In return, Mr Swire
Westminster.
gave
them
some
historical- facts about
Parliament to take back to Sidmouth with them.
Lucan and Emily, accompanied by Lucan’s father
Michael Horsnell who runs Kaieteur in Sidmouth’s
Fore Street, visited the House of Commons and
House of Lords, seeing at first hand how government
works.
By Di Bowerman

Foundation
Stage Outing to
SANCCOB
Blouberg International School
During February 2009 our Foundation Stage
classes went to visit SANCCOB. SANCCOB is
a non-profit sea bird rehabilitation centre based
in Cape Town, South Africa. It aims to conserve
and protect South Africa’s sea birds, especially
threatened species. After a productive week of
learning about People who help us, the children
were very enthusiastic to see all the penguins and
to find out how SANCCOB helps them.
On arrival the children learned all about the
oil spills in the ocean and how the people from
SANCCOB catch, wash and take care of the
penguins that were affected. They were very excited

to meet Columbine, the penguin, face to face. He
was saved from an oil spill. Afterwards the children
watched the penguins being fed, while the teachers
had to make sure that their enthusiasm did not carry
them away and brought them too close.
After a short film about a young penguin found at
Boulders Beach, all the children had a lovely picnic
in the sun on the grass.
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Sidmouth School’s
Music Day

Yesteryear Village
Field Trip

St. John’s School

Boca Prep International School

July 2008 was a
disappointing
time
in
England. We were in the
middle of yet another wet
summer. What should
have been a glorious
time, overlooking the sea
in Sidmouth, was cold and damp. Planning was
difficult. The marquee on the patio was well used,
sheltering all of St. John’s from a severe gale and
rain storm on the occasion of the annual Speech
Day.
It had also been in
demand two days earlier,
when the school played
host to the first Sidmouth
Schools Music Day.

My Fair Lady

The Lower
School students
at Boca Prep
International
School visited
Ye s t e r y e a r
Village at the
South Florida
Fairgrounds.
This field trip developed a better understanding of
the history and lifestyles of the people that lived in
Florida during the time period from the 1800’s to the
early 1900’s. This village consists of an old school
house, firehouse, church, post office and many more
historical attractions and structures. The students
stepped back into the past and compared a former
classroom setting with the present and connected
to lessons conducted in the Social Studies classes.
This truly was a wonderful experience for grades
Kindergarten through Fourth Graders.

International School of Hout Bay
The International School of Hout Bay celebrated
their many talents by producing the musical My
Fair Lady in September of 2008. It was of a very
high standard, and the audience was enthralled at
all times. Everyone who was involved gave it their
all, resulting in sparkling, polished, professional
performances.
My Fair Lady was directed by Sally de Villiers
(drama teacher) and the music was directed by
Jessica Daneel de Mira (music teacher). The set
was designed and created by Annale O’Hagan (art
teacher) and the choreography done by Wendy
Malan (professional dancer).

Cast of ISHB’s production of “My Fair Lady”

French Play
St. John’s School
In July 2008 The X Factor
came to St John’s! There were
vibrant performances by our
children through the medium of
drama, song and magic. The
purpose of this was to practice the
French we had learnt over the year in an enjoyable
stimulating way in addition to providing an outlet for
the many new talents we discovered in rehearsals.
The EAL students were also involved, some
speaking or singing in French, others acting the parts
of the sound crew and commenting between acts
in English to the
audience.
We
had a lot of fun
putting together
the production
which provided
a
memorable
end to the year.
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Sally and the
Dragon

Year 4, 5 and 6 camp
– Wortelgat

St. John’s School

Blouberg International School

Our annual school play took place in the Drama
Studio at St. John’s in June 2008. The story, written
and directed by Malcolm Foster, Director of Music,
was rehearsed in drama lessons and free time,
using most of the senior part of the school. The
costumes, for dragons and humans alike, were
made by Mrs Barker, who until August 2008 was the
Secretary at the school and a former professional
costume designer and maker.
The story, not unlike a fairy story, concerns
Sally, (played by Sasha Colwill) a servant in the
King’s castle who saves the land from a very bad
tempered and
hungry dragon.
In the process,
she wins the
hand of the
King’s son and
they, of course,
live
happily
ever after.

It was an early Monday morning and the students
were excited, packed and ready to go! On the 21st
of April 2008, the Year 4, 5 and 6 classes set off to
embark on a bush camp experience in Stanford.
It was a 3-day, 2-night adventure and everyone
– including the teachers – were geared up for the
big event. Students were divided into groups and
were asked to invent their own name, war cry
and coat of arms. All activities were done in their
groups and included gladiator games, rowing, a
fufi slide, a sand building competition as well as an
obstacle course suspended 3 metres up in the air.
The highlight was the ‘night march’ where students
were given a map and had to rely on teamwork and
communication to get to the final destination.
On the third day, after breakfast, tidying up
and packing their bags, the journey back to Cape
Town was unavoidable. They learnt to co-exist with
nature and all that it entails. Tired, but very happy
students returned to school and a wonderful time
was had by all.
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Superskills
Blouberg International School
Superskills is a tournament held at Wynberg
Boys high school in the Southern Suburbs of Cape
Town. Blouberg International School were fortunate
enough to enter 8 boys in the tournament this
year.
The boys eagerly boarded the bus on a hot
Friday afternoon to head off to their first Superskills
Tournament, not knowing what to expect or what
awaited them on the other side. Upon arrival we
registered each team for the tournament and each
boy received a t-shirt for the afternoon’s proceedings.
Superskills is an interesting concept developed by
Bob Wilmot and adapted by Wynberg Boys High
School. The concept is about testing the children’s
skills in batting, bowling and fielding. Their accuracy,
speed and skills were put to the test at each
station, where each team member showed their
talent and tried their best.

*&4."(";*/&
Pa Golf Day
Success Story
Blouberg International School

A BIS STUDENT WINS THE CHAMPIONSHIP!
Our Parents Association took on the project
of organising a Golf Day so as to raise additional
funds for the school. Under the guidance of the
chairperson Lesley Walder, the school achieved a
tremendous success in raising approximately R20
000 on our Golf Day.
The event was held at the Stellenbosch Golf
Course in the picturesque winelands of the Western
Cape.

2009 Superskills team with our coaches Louis Delport
and Aje Pelser.

IES/SEK Board
Meeting
St. John’s School
St. John’s was honoured to play host to the
annual IES/SEK Board Meeting in November. Our
pupils were delighted to meet and perform a concert
in our Chapel for all the Heads of the group.
As a small school, we found it quite a daunting
task but were thrilled at the response we received.
Our choir sang, accompanied by the orchestra,
two traditional English folk songs. Various pupils
played and sang solos and we even had a piece for
trumpet and organ, which sounded wonderful in the
acoustics of the Chapel.

The audience was small but clearly knowledgeable about musical matters as well as educational
ideas and several of the delegates sought the
autographs of performers, which amazed us all.
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SCUBA Diving

Miles for Smiles

Boca Prep International School

International School of Helderberg
Had you been at Monkey Town on Saturday 7
June 2008 you would have experienced a spirit
of unity, determination, strength, encouragement
and most of all, generosity as the pupils of the
International School of Helderberg cycled, ran
and walked for 2 hours to raise funds for Miles for
Smiles.
Cipla Spar Miles for Smiles donate funds
to Operation Smile South Africa (OSSA), an
international non-profit organization that provides
free cranio-facial surgery within underprivileged
communities for children born with cleft lips and/or
palettes.

Marine Science is a wondrous mix of marine
biology and oceanography exploring both marine
life, geological structures and environmental
conditions that allow this life to flourish and waiver.
In order to truly appreciate the beauty and
majesty of the ocean one has to explore it first
hand, hence SCUBA (self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus) lessons. Our marine science
class is currently becoming SCUBA certified and
has already completed several dives at Blue Heron
bridge in Palm Beach. Students have explored the
inlet and found giant sunflower stars, eagle rays,
sergeant majors, moon jellyfish and manatees (the
latter is a protected species and thus we did not
touch). The ocean has many wonders and we plan
to explore them all.

Harvest Festival
Holy Trinity School
This year our Harvest Festival was led by an
Assembly from the Lower School. The food was
distributed to two worthy causes, Age Concern
and Kemp Hospice. Representatives from both
charities were on hand to give their thanks.
Alistair Fuller, Fundraising Manager for Kemp
hospice, has also presented assemblies in both the
Prep and Senior School. He is seen here receiving
a cheque from Grace Cox. Grace and her family
and friends have raised over £1000 for Kemp
Hospice. She raised the funds in memory of her
dear departed Grandfather.
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The Year 6 PYP
Exhibition
International School of Hout Bay
By Denise Michel
It was with great pride that I attended the first
International School of Hout Bay PYP Exhibition
in November 2008. It was wonderful to see how
the students had risen to the challenge of working
through the Unit of Inquiry either independently or
in a small group. Although it is not a requirement
for our students to mount an exhibition, as we are
still only a candidate school, we felt that we would
like to give the students as opportunity to attempt
putting the exhibition together, using the guidelines
set out by the IB.
The PYP exhibition has a number of key
purposes:
• for students to engage in an in-depth,
collaborative inquiry
• to provide students with an opportunity to
demonstrate independence and responsibility
for their own learning
• to provide students with an opportunity to
explore multiple perspectives
• for students to synthesize and apply their
learning of previous years and to reflect upon
their journey through the PYP
• to provide an authentic process for assessing
student understanding
• to demonstrate how students can take action
as a result of their learning
• to unite the students, teachers, parents and
other members of the school community in a
collaborative experience that incorporates the
essential elements of the PYP
• to celebrate the transition of learners from
primary to middle/secondary education.
We feel that the students did themselves proud
and showed a clear understanding of key concepts
and were excellent examples of the all the attributes
we aspire to in the IB Learner Profile. It was a
highly successful evening, filled with learning and
insight into the many environmental issues we face
in the world today. I certainly left more informed
and aware of the role I can play in helping to save
our planet.

Benjamin Rideout and Guy Herrmann sharing what
they had learnt about the over fishing and depletion of
our marine resources

Taryn Stephens and Caitlyn Baxter telling us more
about endangered animals

Imogen Lawrie and Jessica Bullard showing what the
impact of the destruction of habitats is having on endangered creatures around the world
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OUR
WRITERS
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Florence
Nightingale
Blouberg International School
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Dear Florence,
My name is Zachary. I go to Blouberg
International School.
I want to tell you about the hospitals. The

hospitals are clean and tidy.
The Year 2 class were intrigued and rather
They
have special tools now. They have
excited when they heard they were going to learn
machines to help save people’s lives.
about Florence Nightingale. They were quite
We also have clean water and nice bed
amazed and surprised that for many years women
covers.
were not really allowed to further their education
Dear Florence Nightingale,
Kind regards,
and the expectation was that they were to remain at
Zachary Walters
My name is Kayleigh
home and look after the household and children.
(Age: 7yrs)
Schuitema.
I am seven years
The girls in the class were shocked that Florence
old.
did not go to school and that her father taught her to
My birthday is on the 14th of
read and write. On the other hand some girls responded: “It’s unfair!
June.
Why do we have to go to school now if she didn’t”. It was also really
The hospitals have fresh
fascinating for the Year 2’s to learn what hospital were like so many
water and they have lots of
years ago, compared to what they are like now. Some children were
clean towels. They also have
rather interested in the fact that the soldiers did not have clean water
machines now and bandages
or comfortable beds to lie in. One of the boys remarked, “They would
and the hospitals are clean.
never get better if they were not looked after”. After a few lessons
Kind regards,
about her work and who Florence Nightingale was the children in
Kayleigh Schuitema.
Year 2 wrote her a letter about who they were and what the hospitals
Age:(7yrs)
were like now. To the right are a few examples of their writing:

Year Two Class write their own Happily
ever after stories…
During the third week of the new school year
the Year 2’s were given the challenge to think
about how to write their very own happily ever
after story. Using the layout and main story
ideas of other famous Fairy tales the children got
straight into writing. Some of the children used
their imagination and created their own stories,
while others decided to adapt fairy tales they
already knew. Each child used their dictionaries
to assist them with the spelling of words and the
main objective was to get the creative juices
flowing and write a short story.
Here are a few examples of the Year 2
writing:
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The Little Seahorse
Written by: Ivan Schafer
(Age: 7 yrs)
Once upon a time there was a little sea-horse. Her
name was Sea Lily.
One day Sea Lily has a sea party and invited all her
friends.
The butterfish, mermaids and all the dolphins came
to her party. Sea Lily and all the animals had a lot of fun
in the sea at her party.

The Giant
Written by: Saskia Oosterveld
(Age: 7 yrs)
Once upon a time there lived a giant. He was the
most untidiest giant ever. One day he noticed a shop
that said new giant sizes.
So he bought a new tie and a new pair of trousers. He
also bought himself a t-shirt, socks and a pair of shoes.
He was so happy with what he bought, but then he saw
a dog. “What’s wrong?” said George. “It’s this dog” he
said. “I’m trying to get across the road, but I keep getting
stuck in the mud.” “Cheer up little dog,” said the giant.
Let’s make you a new dry path to walk across.
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Strange Rock

Little Red Riding Hood
Written by: Kayliegh Schuitema
(Age: 7 yrs)
Once upon a time there was a little girl
named Little Red Riding Hood.
Little Red Riding Hood’ s granny was sick
and her mother sent her with some stuff to take
to granny. So then Little Red Riding Hood went
on through the deep dark woods and then a Big
Bad Wolf came out from nowhere.
The Big Bad Wolf started chasing Little Red
Riding Hood and then she saw Granny’s house.
She quickly ran into her granny’s house and she
said, “Granny, what a big nose you have!” “All
the better to smell you with dear.” “Granny, what
a big ears you have!” “All the betters to hear you
with”, “Granny, what big eyes you have!” “All the
better to see you with.” And lastly she asked,
“Granny, what big mouth you have?” “All the
better to eat you with!” And then the wolf went
running after Little Red Riding Hood and she
quickly ran and locked herself in the cupboard
with her granny.
The man in the woods came with an axe and
chopped the wolf and Little Red Riding hood
and her granny lived happily ever after.

International School of Helderberg
Many years ago Tim and Jim were playing outside in the
garden. They often did this; their favourite game was finding
rocks. On this particular day Jim found a very strange rock.
This rock was dark green, very shiny and in the shape of an
egg.
Seven hours later, Tim and Jim noticed that the earth
had stopped moving. It was winter time and it was still light
at eight o’clock. They went to see their mother and their
mother gave them a remote.
Their Mum said press any button. Tim pressed a button
and it made Tim’s foot big, fat and long. Jim said ‘My turn
‘. He pressed another button and it made Tim’s tongue
ginormous and fat. Tim was cross. He said “That’s it’ and
they started to fight, kick, box!!
Mum then pressed a button and her fingers grew big
and goofy. “Isn’t it that rock, that you picked up?’ Said Jim,
maybe. “Go and look for it in your room”.
‘I found it’ said Jim ‘let’s see if we tap it again that the
earth will start moving “It didn’t work. “I think we are going
to have to ask Dad” said Jim. They went to Dad. Then dad
broke the rock and the earth started spinning again.
By Year 3 Students Jonty Potgieter and Ji-Yoon Kim

Dream
International School of Hout Bay
HOLD FAST TO DREAMS;
Like the mussel, all blue and
black
Clings to the rocks, with his
fellows surrounding him.
Even though he gets battered
by the gaping white mouths
of the waves,
He will prevail because he has a dream life.
FOR IF DREAMS DIE;
You will be the hollow husk of a once mighty oak
Who once promised to reach for the stars
But gave up on his dream and fell into ash.
LIFE IS LIKE A BROKEN WINGED BIRD THAT
CANNOT FLY;
Who gave up on life and the eagle of hate
With golden feathers and sharp talons and wings that
destroyed him,

Left to lie on the forest floor
Where the green light shone down on a blanket of
ferns.
With mangled blue-grey wings
He has never to fly again.
HOLD FAST TO DREAMS;
For dreams are like the morning sun to a small seed
Born into the night.
The smell of flesh to a pack of hungry wolves
Who’s ribs and hips are showing in the winter months
of starvation.
The sight of land to a sailor who has spent a year at
sea.
FOR WHEN DREAMS GO,LIFE IS LIKE A BARREN
FIELD, FROZEN WITH SNOW;
Never to give joy to the farmer’s eyes
For, though snow may be beautiful
It is no compensation for dreams unfulfilled.
DREAMS ARE HOPE, DREAMS ARE HOPE!
By Robbie Sadler
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Silence
SEK Budapest International School
Finally, Silence.
The music in my
ears and the book
in front of me are
the world that’s
shining
around
me. Just one little
noise and peace
is broken. Just one
water drop and
silence is gone.
The problems are
gone. The music
is inspiring me. I’m
reading my book
and feeling more
and more relaxed.
But then in just
Kristina Mladenovic writes stories
one
unexpected
in two languages, and with her
English stories she successfully moment he enters,
participates in various writing
my brother. He
competitions.
starts
to
talk.
Silence is gone. My reading is over. I’m trying to
put the music on as loud as I can, but nothing can
stop me from hearing this talking. He comes closer
and closer. My ears are exploding from the music.
The pitch of his voice is getting higher and higher.
I can’t escape. My silent moments are over. I stop
the music. The music is off. The book is closed.
Nothing is left of my silent moment and the world
that has been shining around me. I am trying to
listen, but my eyes are looking at the book and the
music player.
Suddenly he stops and leaves my room. I haven’t
heard anything that he said. I feel bad. I am going
after him to say sorry, but it is too late. He had left the
house just before I reached to the door. The feeling
I have is something that is unknown. I am sorry for
him, but still something stops me from thinking of
the happening. I am again in my room. I pick up
my book and my Mp3 player. I start feeling better.
I am listening to my music and reading my book.
At last silence. The shining world is again around
me. But the music suddenly stops. I close my book
and wonder what has happened. The book is on
the shelf now and I am looking at my player thinking
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what the problem is. My face is turning red of anger.
I have no ideas about what is wrong. Immediately
the music starts again. I put the headphones on my
ears. It is silence. But I am not happy. The silence
that I have is not the same. Something is missing,
but I don’t know what. Maybe my brother is the
problem or the unknown feeling. I don’t know. I
am looking at my phone wondering if I should call
someone or not. I decide not to. I want someone to
be with me.
My brother enters in my room in silence. I don’t
hear him. He scares me. I am happy. I explain my
behavior to him. He goes away. I hope this was the
problem for me. I get my book. While I start reading
I feel within that silent moment. After reading
for some hours I finish my book. I have enjoyed
reading. He, my brother, comes to my room. He
sees me reading and he goes out without disturbing
me. From that moment on he has understood that
in those moments when I am reading my book and
listening to music I am relaxed. I feel proud, because
I know how wonderful my family is. Not only he
has understood, I understand it myself. I enjoy my
silence alone, but someone or something is always
missing. I enjoy my shinning world around me, but
it is better to enjoy it in somebody‘s company.
Mladenovic Kristina
9th grade student

Music
International School of Hout Bay
Music is my life,
My everything.
A world without music,
Is like a human without
Oxygen.
Heart with no soul.
Sunshine with no sun.
Every second, every
minute
Every hour of the day.
I hear it.
From the continuous
footsteps,
To a tapping of a pencil.

Music lets our pain run
Through us.
Lets our tears undo us.
Music lets our happiness
Overcome us.
Lets our smiles awaken
us.
Music is my life,
My everything.
Music is my bridge between
Heaven and earth.
By Saffron Shaw
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“Journalism Club”
Boca Prep International School
Journalism
When the 2008 school year began, I was very
excited to hear that Boca Prep International School
would be having a Journalism Club. I’ve always
enjoyed writing, and I was glad to hear that Boca
Prep now had a class in which we would be able
to write for the public, and not just for a grade.
From the beginning, I was eager to be learning new
things that improved my writing and taking online
courses that were interactive. Also, the Journalism
Club started a newsletter/magazine for the parents,
which was a success, regardless that we only had
3 students in the club at the time. Being only a
sophomore, I still have two years at Boca Prep,
and I hope that the Journalism Club will be able to
expand, and get more students and writers. Also, I
hope that we can have more issues of our magazine,
with more events to write about. Currently, I think
the progress that the Journalism Club has made,
considering its small size, is good, especially since
we’re expanding our knowledge of writing.
Valentine’s Dance
On Wednesday, February 4th, 2009, Boca Prep
International School held its first Valentine’s Dance
in the school’s cafeteria. The dance lasted from 7:00

to 9:30 p.m, and was open for grades 6th through
12th. It took a while to get everyone dancing and in
the party mood, but once the music started playing
and the lights went out, the party had begun. The
night got even better when Mr. Hurrell was invited
by the teachers to start dancing, and he was quickly
surrounded by entertained students.
Overall,
the dance was a success, and many people are
looking forward to having more dances like these at
school. The night was successful thanks to the help
of the parents who put together the dance, and the
donations of parents, and I9 Sports.
“Squeezing the Juice out of Advertising”
In September, Seniors at Boca Prep had the
opportunity to take part in a two day seminar
hosted by Juan Barguñó from Spain. Juan has not
only presented this conference at Boca Prep, but
also in different SEK schools around the world,
including Guayaquil and Budapest. The seminar,
called “Squeezing The Juice out of Advertising” is
all about the World of Advertising; a massive and
highly important aspect of the business world. This
presentation was an excellent opportunity for the
students to learn about how advertising works, and
how companies work hard to elaborate commercials
to grab the attention of the viewers and customers.
Boca Prep provided their students with an amazing
opportunity to learn about every little thing that
a company goes through to make a product’s
exposure successful; the music, the story-line,
and of course, the intellectual parts. The seminar
provides us with many benefits. Not only are we
analyzing how advertisements and commercials
work, but, we are preparing ourselves for the future
of advertisement, which is particularly important
because of the current state of our economy;
causing companies to need to work extra hard at
convincing us to purchase their products.
The
students enjoyed
Mr. Barguñó’s
presentation, especially his creative way of making
it interactive. Several examples of the types of
advertisements that companies use to persuade us
were presented , so that we can be more discerning
in our selection of products and services. We
now understand how to “squeeze out” the useful
information from advertisements, while ignoring the
unnecessary, as in the analogy of selecting the fruit
juice from the pulp.
Written by Raquel Gonoretzky
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Word Wizards
Arrive at St. John’s
School!
St. John’s School
This term pupils from years 2, 3 and 4 have been
enjoying extra opportunities to read and enjoy writing
as part of a new lunchtime writing club called Word
Wizards. The focus has been on animals and poetry,
with the possibility of entering a national poetry
competition with the work produced. Several children
have really been bitten by the writing bug, and use
every spare moment to write both poetry and prose.
These are some examples of the work written.
Once there was an evil wizard. He had a dark
brown hat which he always wore wonky and he put
his potions in his cloak. His name was Mouthesard
the Evil. He had a sword attached to the side of his
cloak and a very big staff. He had a long, white beard
with a moustache the same colour. He was an evil
fiend who had escaped from prison. He lived in a dark
tower with a chamber at the very top. The tower was
surrounded by dark trees and magical creatures. He
had fiery red eyes and fearsome teeth.
One day, in his tower, he looked in his spell book
for a spell he hadn’t tried yet. He flicked through
but he thought he would never find one but right at
the back he saw a very strange flower and some
instructions he had never seen before. He read the
instructions and noticed that he needed that flower.
So he got his sword and went out. He looked and
looked and suddenly he saw something glowing
red in a patch of grass. He walked over, saw the
flower and picked it up. He got his spell book out
and looked right at the back and said, “Yes! It’s the
right one.” So he ran home in a big hurry.

Cars
Cars have lights so shiny and
bright.
When it’s night they shine so
bright.
Cars have windscreen wipers.
When the front screen’s wet
The car’s humans set
Their windscreen wipers to wash
It all away.
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By Daniel Mayor, Year 2
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When he got home, he put the flower and all the
ingredients in boiling water. He mixed it up with a
spoon and waited for it to cool down. When it had
cooled down, he drank it straight away. After a
while, he started to feel dizzy. Then he got a really
painful tummy ache so he took his cloak off and
went to sleep.
When he woke up, he heard a lot of howling at
the window. He got out of bed and looked out of the
window and saw a pack of wolves and said, “Ah, I
bet they’re hungry.” He put his hand over his rotten
mouth. “Did I really say that?” he thought. He ran to
get his spell book where the spell he had tried out
was. He read the title and said, “Oh no! This is a
spell for making people good.”
He got his cloak, spell book and some meat and
last of all his sword. He went outside and threw the
meat to the wolves. While the wolves were eating,
he crept into the forest to find a cure.
When he got to the depth of the forest, he found
lots of dark creatures and mysterious bugs. Finally,
he found the cure and ran to his tower. When he got
there, the wolves were still tucking into their meat
so he could sneak into the tower when they were
not looking. When he got in, he put the ingredients
and the cure into boiling water and waited for it to
cool down. When it had cooled down, he drank it
quite slowly. Suddenly, he started to feel dizzy and
then he got a stomach ache so he went to bed
again. When he woke up, he knew he had learned
a lesson and that lesson was to read the title and
see what it does.
Ella Bowker Aged 7 (Year 3)

Gold
Gold is Good
Gold is Great
Gold is Shimmery
Gold is Glittery
Gold is Money
For paying goods
GOLD!
By Joe Elsworth, Year 2

The Spooky Wooky Monster
Up in the attic tucked all away
there’s a spooky wooky monster
waiting to play.
I went up there
I saw him he’s bare
He’s got spots everywhere
He’s not slimy
he’s fluffy
he doesn’t roar
he barks like a little cute puppy
So I guess he’s not spooky or woo
ky
he’s a little cutie!
By Danni Walters, Year 4
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Freeze
International School of Helderberg
A very long time ago there were three children named Alex, Lloy and Nikki. Their Mum was a doctor and
their Dad was a scientist. They lived at number 24 in Gordon’s Bay, on the sea front. From their window
they could see the sea, until it froze.
The summer holidays were long and boring. One day they were helping their Dad fix the remote for the
TV. Eventually they thought it was ready and they rushed to watch the TV. Lloy grabbed the remote from
Nikki and pressed the pause button.
They went outside to play pass. Alex kicked the ball to Nikki. It rolled slowly, like a snail, along the
ground. Lloy ran to kick the ball, but it would not move. It was frozen. What had happened?
They ran back inside to find everything had frozen…..They went to their dad but he was frozen. So they
went to see the time but time had frozen. They rushed to their Dad’s science lab. They grabbed the speed
boots and the spy glasses that can scan stuff. The ice was coming at them, closer and closer. Time was
running out. Alex grabbed the vacuum cleaner. There was a flash of light and it turned into a Vacuum Gun,
quickly he started sucking up the ice.
Volcano of death suddenly erupts and lava spreads all over the ice, melting it. People started to defrost
and life returned to normal.
Written by Year 3 Students Megan du Plessis, Ryan Wright and Kai McGregor

Our Writers
Holy Trinity School
HTS Preparatory pupils took to print this year. They produced a book of poems Year 2 “Dogs”
entitled “The Little Book of Poems”. All pupils in the Prep school contributed. The book Bones
went on sale to parents and students of the school. Here is just a selection of the poems Sniff
Woof
from all age groups:
Dirty
Year 5 “Music”
Lead
Listen to all of the violins in the orchestra
Year 1 “Bonfire night”
Lick
It sounds adventurous and quick
Hot dogs sizzling
Eat
Sudde
nly it changes into a calm and slow piece
Fireworks banging
Sle
ep
of
g
music
Children cheerin
Ken
nel
rs
It makes you feel excited and happy
Waving sparkle
ning
bur
Basket
It takes all sins away
Guy Fawkes
Scruffy
Catherine Wheel zooming
The only thing that matters is music; your life
David Farnsworth
depends on it
Lauren
Music is a gift.
Thompson, Mia
Year 3 – 4 “Water”
Awath-Behari,
Megan Baker & Katie Jones
Water, water wonderful water
Jack Jones
It splashes and sways in the sea
,
Year 6 “Night”
Water, water beautiful water
The night is a small pussycat creeping into the room
Makes everything grow in the
It’s cute and safe with little white paws
world.
It has soft black fur
It has small beady eyes that glint at us asking for food.
Water, water wonderful water
The night is a small pussycat jumping up like a shooting star
Raindrops and snowflakes from
It flows down from the sky to hug you
the sky
With its small pale lips smiling at you warmly
Water, water beautiful water
The night is a cool calm pussycat that wishes people sweet
Splish, splash from up on high.
dreams.
Rachel Chan
Arabella Withers
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Superb Writing
From The Year 5
And 6 Classroom…
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El villano que
volvió
Boca Prep International School

Blouberg International School
The Year 5 & 6 combination class explored
the writing genre of news reports and were set
the challenging task of using the story of ‘Humpty
Dumpty’ and reporting the events creatively. Below
are two of the students’ hilarious renditions of the
course of events.

Había una vez una princesa con un vestido
blanco. Había un castillo grande y azul donde vivía
la princesa. La princesa se llamaba “Rosa Rosada
Hermosa”. Un día llegó un príncipe que siempre
tenía una máscara sobre la cara. Cuando el
príncipe llegó al castillo, encontró la princesa en su
jardín llena de rosas rosadas. En el reino también
vivía un villano malvado. Una noche el villano llegó
al castillo y capturó a la princesa. Pero esa noche
llovió mucho y el villano dejó sus huellas en el
fango. El príncipe y el villano lucharon ferozmente,
pero fue el príncipe quien ganó la lucha.
Después de dos semanas el villano volvió al
reíno con su ejército. El contó a la princesa la
historia de cuando él era pequeño y jugaba con su
hermano. Cuando terminó de contar su historia, la
princesa se dió cuenta que el príncipe y el villano
eran hermanos. El problema era que ambos
querían el trono. La princesa se quedó pasmada y
perpleja al descubrir ésto porque se dió cuenta que
era ella quien tenía que ser la reína de uno de los
dos hombres. La conmoción fue demasiada para
la pobre princesa y se desmayó.

By: Katherine Bester Year 5
(Age: 10 yrs)
Three nights ago, at the big wall in the grounds
of the King’s castle, a sad event occurred. A local
egg was smashed when he fell off the high wall.
There was a mess all over the floor.
Humpty, our regular sitting egg, was found
surrounded by the King’s men, in pieces on the
floor. We interviewed a local shopkeeper and she
noticed Humpty Dumpy was not looking very well
yesterday. She said, “Humpty looked very off-colour
when he came into the shop for his usual order of
omelette.”
In the end he recovered for 3 days but then,
sadly, died.
By: Matthew Stokes Year 5
(Age: 11 yrs)

El príncipe llevó a la princesa a la cama. Pero
al mismo momento entró el villano y capturó al
príncipe. Afortunadamente las huellas que el
príncipe y el villano habían dejado en la tierra, le
ayudaron a la princesa a descubrir el lugar donde
estaba el príncipe como prisionero.
El villano decidió que iba a dejar salir al príncipe
con una condición : Solamente si el villano pudiera
casarse con la “Rosa Rosada Hermosa”. La
princesa dijo ‘sí’, que lo aceptaría pero antes de
casarse, ella puso veneno en el anillo del villano y
él se cayó en un sueño para siempre. La princesa
ayudó al príncipe a salir de la prisión y los dos se
casaron y vivieron felices para toda la vida.
By: Jia Russo, Miranda Choza,
Stefano Pez y Josh Canova
– 3rd grade
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The Loan
SEK Budapest
International School
One Monday morning,
Paul was in his hotel: the
Queen Charlotte’s. At around
10 a.m. the phone rang in his
office. “Hello? “ - the voice
said- “I’m Tom Lebarah,
president of T.O.P. group. Come to my office right
now.”- he sounded very serious.
When Paul got to his office, Tom had already
prepared all materials related to Queen Charlotte’s
Hotel. “Paul, look at the papers yourself. You still
haven’t paid back your loan of 20 million dollars!”
-Tom said angrily.
“CEO, give me another month, please…”
-Paul begged.
“ Stop that.”- Tom interrupted. “It is set down very
clearly in these papers. I have given you more than
two years to pay your loan back. You agreed with it
on the day we signed it. If you can’t pay back your
loan by the end of this week, I am going to take
over your hotel!”
Paul had no choice, so he left the office and went
home. He was talking on the phone with his best
buddy, Adrian, about what happened because he
didn’t want to tell his wife, Charlotte. But she was at
home and about to give Paul some tea when she
accidentally overheard him talking to Adrian. She
went back to the kitchen pretending that she didn’t
hear anything. After he had hung up the phone, he
still didn’t tell his wife about the issue. Charlotte
knew that he owed Tom a lot of money, but not that
he had to pay him back by the end of the week.
After Paul fell asleep, Charlotte left a note on the
table that said:
Paul, I went to the grocery store. I might
not be back in a couple of hours
Later Paul woke up and read the note.
Then he went to the terrace and was thinking about
how to get $20 million within six days.
Charlotte didn’t go to the grocery store. Instead,
she had gone to see Adrian’s small candy store.
Adrian and Charlotte has been very good friends
since kindergarten.
“Hi, Adrian. Can you lend me some money?”Charlotte asked.

“I only have $15,000 now. Here, take it. What is
the problem?”- he asked.
“I‘ll tell you later. Thank you so much.”- she said
it with relief in her voice.
“No problem. Bye.”- Adrian replied.
After that she went back to work in her shop
that was selling military clothing downtown and she
called her husband.
“Paul? Hi, I have to go to Chicago to get some
materials for my shop. So, I won’t come back
tonight.” she said.
“Ok, take care.” - Paul replied.
In fact, after work she didn’t leave the city but
she went to her good friend, Patrick’s, Company
to ask for a big favor. She wanted to talk to him
but an employee said that he had gone to England
and wouldn’t be back for a few weeks. She waited
for the area to be silent around the gun shop. Then
she went inside and bought a Beretta that would be
efficient and silent.
“What do you need that for?” - the man asked.
“Oh this? I need it to be part of my collection.
”- she lied. Then she returned to her shop with the
plan ready.
After Charlotte got the gun she called Tom
Lebarah her old sweetheart.
“Hi, Tom. Would you come for a walk with me? I
need to talk to you about something urgent.”
“OK I’ll be at your shop in 10 minutes.” -Tom
replied. He was really happy to see her again.
About half an hour later, Charlotte and Tom
were walking through the forest leading to her
house. He went with Charlotte with hopes for the
future with her: if she could only give up Paul and
marry him. But he feared that Paul was still very
important to her.
They were walking in the forest with no one
around. They could hear the sound of their footsteps.
They were almost halfway through the forest when
Charlotte slowly reached for her pocket.
Tom started running but he was much slower
than the bullet.
She was still worried about the consequences
when she was burying the body in a rush. Something
that could still be seen under the sand in the dim
light of the afternoon.
Next morning, George, a good friend of
Tom’s, was walking through the forest on his way to
work when he saw a body. He made an emergency
call at once.
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“Detective Gary, I need you to investigate
something immediately. I’m in the forest near my
house, come quickly.” -he said. He chose Gary
because he was the best detective in the city and
he also trusted him deeply.
“Good morning, George. What’s happened?” he asked.
“I was on my way to work when I saw this thing on
the ground. After a closer look at it I realized that it
was my friend’s, Tom’s, body.”- he said nervously.
“I will start investigating right now.” -he said.
“Please, tell me about the case as soon as you
can.” -George said.
“Of course, I will. But it might take a while. The
murderer was a very careful person and didn’t leave
any trace behind.” -Gary said. In fact Charlotte was
smart because the police couldn’t find any clues for
a long time, until a piece of hair on the ground was
discovered.
The Detective immediately sent one of the police
officers for a DNA check.
“Sir, we should have the answer in a few hours.
Please go home and wait for my call.”- Gary said.
“Fine, but do call me if the results are out.” said
George. At home he could neither eat nor rest.
At 3pm he finally got the call from Gary.
“It’s me. We think that the murderer is Charlotte
White. We have just interrogated the man who sold
the very gun to her.”- he said.
“Fast job. Thank you Gary, I will be at your office
in an hour.” George replied.
Charlotte knew that it would end like this. So
she was fully prepared to go to jail. But before the
police found her she had gone back to her house to
see Paul for the last time.
“Paul I’m back. Any news here?”- she greeted
him.
“ Nothing special but I’m having such a headache.
Have you got some pills for me?”
“Of course. These are really good vitamin pills
from Chicago, have some.”- she said.
After her husband fell asleep she went to the
police station and admitted everything. After the
police press conference, she was sentenced to
30 years of imprisonment. By the time Paul woke
up and found out about everything she had been
already drinking her salty water in the jail.
Since Tom died, he didn’t have to worry
about his loan anymore.
Song Yuan Shan, 9th grade student
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The Long Road
International School of Hout Bay
Alone
Darkness surrounding me
Trapping me in its emptiness
Nothing to see, nothing to be
heard
Just footsteps, trudging along
Goose flesh coating my body
with a chill.
Hunger knocks at the door of my empty stomach
Not to be answered
Until I find food
On this never-ending road.
Tired
Stones trip me up, falling to the gravel
Leaving scars as souvenirs.
My backpack comes crashing down onto my spine
Crooking it and weighing it down
Though hardly anything in it
But seeming like a million kilograms.
My eyes try to shut
To fall into a deep sleep
Where none of this happened
But I can’t
Can’t take my gaze
Off this never ending road.
Afraid
Worried and scared
Of the uncertainty that lies ahead
Second thought cross my mind...
Taking over the ones in place;
Mom, Dad, family and war
Fighting, bombing, terrifying
Versus here!
A life full of sadness
Choices to make
Freedom, too much freedom
And loneliness.
The child in me wants to turn back
Back to being loved and cared for
By people I know so well
But I can’t.
I musn’t give up.
I have to continue on this never-ending road.
By Emma Torr
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Animal Suffering
International School of Hout Bay
The following was
written as part of a unit
of work on persuasive
writing and speech
making;
I come here to ask
a question; Do we all,
everyone on this Earth
share the planet with
other living creatures;
living creatures that
make this world beautiful; which provide us with
nourishment for life and which, without, we would
be nothing. So why, in our selfishness and greed,
do we destroy the beautiful things in life? Why
are we turning our world from what was once a
paradise to a wasteland, scarred by the destruction
of mankind?
Every minute the equivalent of two hundred
soccer fields of trees are being cut down around the
world. All the animals who live in those trees- where
do they go? They can’t live in cities and towns!
They have nowhere else to go. All the pollution that
we dump in the seas kills off the sea creatures by
spreading disease and sickness.
I would like to ask- who of you has been to
circus? Who has been to a Circus that uses
animals? Those animals do tricks out of fear. Fear
of being whipped and hurt. Those animals live their
whole lives in fear!
Now, one of the main causes of animal suffering
is research laboratories. Scientists go out, capture
animals, bring them back and put them into cages.
They say they do it for the welfare of mankind but
do you know what they do to the animals? Do we
ever see what they do to the animals? No! Because
they know that if people did see they would rebel
and labs would be closed down. These poor
animals are confined in cages so small they can
hardly move and conditions so horrible some turn
to cannibalism.
Worst of all are the factory farms where foxes
are kept for their fur. They are kept in cages two
feet long, one foot wide, and one foot high. They
are forced to live in their own faeces! In summer
they become so hot that some of them die and in

winter their water bottles freeze over so they are
unable to drink. Over twenty million animals die in
research labs in the USA –most of these deaths
aren’t painless!
Poachers kill endangered species for moneycausing some species to become extinct. Poachers
kill over two hundred million animals in the USA
every year. This is only in the USA-what about the
rest of the world?
I know these animals are suffering.
I know that most people ignore it.
And I know that we must do something to halt
this hideous suffering.
Know I ask you...
Go and stop the suffering
Go and make a difference!
By James Franklin

Written by Year 3 Students

Kenning My Pony
The Grantham Preparatory School
By Katie Radford
Aged 10
When we’re back from hack she’s a greedy food
gobbler,
In her stable she’s a crazy itcher,
A Laurence lover and supporter,
When we go riding she’s a great galloper,
All the time she’s an excellent cuddler,
When we go hunting she’s a shoe loser,
In the Ménage she’s a fabulous jumper,
In the field she’s a mischievous mare,
She’s my pony Rosie the Revel!
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Broken Dreams
International School of Hout Bay
I just sat there on the
hard bed. Doing nothing,
nothing. Everything
is the same as it has
always been. The monitor
beeping as my heartbeat
weakens every day; every
minute; every second.
No-one comes to visit,
the cards and flowers are all faded memories. I lie
there in my hospital bed, my eyes slowly closing,
until all of my surroundings have vanished.
A picture forms in my mind, one that I treasure
the most. It is of my parents, the ones who have
also vanished, the ones who died in the fatal car
crash. We are at the park having a picnic, I can
taste the lemonade slide down my throat. Another
picture appears. It’s Mum. She is singing our
lullaby, “Hold fast to dreams. For if dreams die, life
is a broken-winged bird, that cannot fly.” Her sweet
melodic voice flowed away, disappearing into the
darkness of the shadows. I woke up suddenly and
remembering the lullaby I tried to fall back to sleep
but it was no use. I tried and tried, making sure
that my dreams wouldn’t die, but in the end I gave
up.
I turned my pale, fragile head towards the
window. It was night, the curtains were still open
and outside was the moon. It reminded me of a
ghostly ship; the clouds looked like the tumbling
sea. I heard the wind and it sounded just like the
lapping waves roaring as the moonlit boat sailed
gently past. I kept my gaze on this sight. I couldn’t
even hear the monitor, the beeping sound felt as
if it had disappeared. That was when the ghostly
ship disappeared. It left the sky a deep inky black.
I felt my eyes closing again. In the background I
heard mum’s voice. It was carrying the rest of the
hushed lullaby, “Hold fast to dreams, for when
dreams go…” Her voice stopped again and I
felt as if I couldn’t breathe. There was a bit of a
shuffle but my eyes were closed so I couldn’t see
anything. My heartbeat! It was now a very weak
sound, it felt as if it was flying like a bird with no
broken wings.
I was swallowed into the darkness. It wrapped
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around me like a silky cloak. Then there was a
door, there was light shining through the keyhole.
I held onto the gold knob and turned it. Light. It
shone so bright, filling every corner that enclosed
me.
Another picture formed in my mind and this
time I was holding my parents’ hands. It felt so
real, it was as if I was balancing between life and
death. My parents were helping me across the
pole of my life. With each step I took, a memory
would pop up then fade again. My parents let go
of my hands, I was ready, I was going to balance
myself. In my hand I found a flower. It was
beautiful, its red petals curled up in the warmth of
my hands. I let it go. Its petals flew apart and blew
across my life, turning into a million butterflies and
then I heard, “Life is like a barren field frozen with
snow.” The lullaby was over, was finished, I am
finished my life is finished. I threw open my arms
to enter my new life.
By Hanna Lim

The Poppy
The Grantham Preparatory School
By Kate Landy (Aged 11)
Crimson bodies lay all over
A meadow, red dampness shadowing all the
beauty.
Rotting away slowly, quietly
Until nothing is left,
Only a green and red tie-dyed field.
One day, a minute root sprouts up from
A poppy.
Scarlet petals blossom around
The midnight black centre
Giving it an exotic look.
The once green meadow
Was now full of these striking
flowers,
And we wear them on our
Jumpers, coats, blazers
To remind us of those who
sacrificed themselves
For us.
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Research &
Knowledge
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Read Write inc
The Grantham Preparatory School
At the beginning of the academic year 2008 –
2009 the Infant Department successfully introduced
a new, rigorous synthetic phonic programme called
‘Read Write Inc.’ to support the teaching of reading
and writing. Read Write Inc. is a fully integrated
reading and writing programme with a structure is
firmly based on synthetic phonics. Synthetic phonics
is simply the ability to convert a letter or letter group
into sounds that are then blended together into a
word. It is a programme developed by Ruth Miskin,
who is at the forefront of embedding synthetic
phonics in schools. She is a member of the Reading
Reform Foundation and was a key adviser to Jim
Rose, who visited schools using Read Write Inc.
Before the school could introduce this programme
to the students, eight staff members of the Infant
Department needed to undertake a two day training
event. The school also purchased new reading
and writing books and teaching resources, to help
support the children’s learning.
In order for this programme to be successful,
children need to be grouped with others who
are working at the same level. The programme
manager has to regularly assess children and the
homogeneous groupings are changed accordingly.
The school has decided children will work in these
groups for one hour for three days a week. On the
other two days children work within their usual class
during Literacy time.
Read Write Inc. was tried in the Spring and
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Summer term 2008 within the Reception class.
Throughout this time the children’s rapid progress
was clearly seen in reading and writing. The
children quickly became independent writers and
readers; confident to tackle very complex words.
Now, as the whole department has become
involved, it is noticeable howchildren who are
good readers still benefit from the programme
as it positively impacts upon their ability to spell
words.
“Read Write Inc. gives children the support
and learning ladders for them to achieve greater
heights within their learning.” Mrs Marie Marshall
Head of Infants and programme manager of Read
Write Inc.
You can find further details about the Read
Write Inc. programme at: www.readwriteinc.com

Corn Snakes
Holy Trinity School
The Senior School Science Club had a special
visitor this week. The Science Club this half term
has been organised by Dr Hinton and the Biology
Department. Dr Hinton invited our own HTS expert
on snakes to visit the club and bring with her rare
specimens from her collection. The students were
delighted to hear a most informative talk from Mrs.
Moore and were also able to touch the Corn snake.
Our picture shows a most adventurous student
“handling” the snake. Not for the faint hearted.
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Year One Explores
the Sea
Blouberg International School
The Year Ones went on an outing to Rocky Pools
at Small Bay Beach. It was Spring Tide hence
the tide was very low – the perfect opportunity to
investigate the sea life in these pools. “Mr B”, an
expert from the Cape Town Aquarium, led the way to
the rock pools. Initially he taught the children about
the vegetation in the sea. They even tried eating
some ‘sea lettuce’, which was tasty and salty, but
felt a lot like plastic! An interesting fact they learnt
was that ice cream, toothpaste and make-up, are
all made using kelp!
After learning about the sea vegetation, the Year
Ones carefully clambered across the rocks to another
rock pool, where each child was asked to find a sea
urchin to put in their plastic container. A few curious
and brave children waded through the cold water
in search of these prickly creatures. They kindly
found some for their less-adventurous classmates
as well. The children also searched for starfish, and
examined their finds, prompted by questions from
“Mr B”. As this area is a nature reserve, we were
not allowed to
take any marine
animals
away
with us. When
we
returned
to school, we
drew pictures to
illustrate what we
had seen.
Pranav Reddy in Year 1 wrote his own
account of their outing to the beach.

Covent Garden
Holy Trinity School
Mr Dunnington
and Mrs Johnston
took pupils in Year
10 & 11 GCSE
Drama and GCSE
Art & Textiles on
a weekend visit
to London earlier
in the term. The
GCSE
Art
&
Textiles
pupils
visited the V&A
Gallery while the
GCSE
Drama
students attended
a performance of “Rain Man” starring Hollywood
actor Josh Harnett. Later that evening all pupils
attended a performance of the comedy musical
“Avenue Q”.
Once again this visit to theatre-land proved to be
most successful and a further visit is being arranged
for the summer term.

Physics
Masterclass
Holy Trinity School
Year 8 had a day devoted entirely to Physics. The
Masterclass, led by Dr. M. Amin, had a competitive
edge. The students were divided into groups and
during the day they had to design, construct and
road test a “dragster” and then calculate the speed
of the car to win the title of “Masterclass-physics
Master-team 2009.”

Year One
Smal Bay
inspired
pictures.
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The Year 2’s visited
the MTN Science
Centre
Blouberg International School
Amidst huge excitement, the Year 2’s arrived at
the Science Centre. They were divided into groups
and given the task of building a wall. It was soon
apparent that the group which worked together and
tackled the problems together would win.
The children were then given the opportunity to
learn about different sources of energy. In particular
wind power, which can be used to generate
electricity. The group each made their own windturbine and was shown what these look like in reallife and what they are used for.
Lastly there was time to experiment with the
different demonstrations set up on the floor. The
children explored things such as lying on a bed of
nails, experimenting with air pressure and even
phoning moms using a giant cell-phone! The
children were impressed with the one display using
pedal power to drive a water cycle.
This was a very valuable experience and much
scientific knowledge was gained. This knowledge
formed a valuable introduction to our topic ‘Electricity’.
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Brain-based
Education
Boca Prep International School
19th February 2009
Boca Prep International
School is pleased to
announce that we have
two after school activities
that help children further
develop their cognitive
and analytical thinking
skills:
ALOHA
Mental
Arithmetic is a whole brain
development program that is taught with the help of
a mathematical tool called the Abacus. Initially, the
children are trained to perform calculations using
the Abacus. As training advances, they are able
to perform complicated calculations mentally. Not
only does the child’s ability to solve mathematical
problems improve; with ALOHA-Abacus Learning
of Higher Arithmetic-the child’s attention span,
memory, analytical power, observation, listening
and logical reasoning are also enhanced, leading
to all round development.
The Mind Lab Program also offers children
the opportunity to discover and develop essential
memory skills. Using specially selected strategy
games from around the world, the carefully planned,
yet fun-packed curriculum captures children’s
attention and systematically helps them to develop
crucial thinking skills, life skills and personal
qualities. At the same time they learn about the
culture of the country where the game originated
and these strategies are linked to PSHE (Personal,
Social and Health Education).

The winning team can be seen next to their
wall on the right.

Luke Partridge
is seen here
testing the
pedal power
water cycle.
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Rising Seas
Boca Prep International School
Impending Impacts of Florida’s Coastlines
In January, the Science Department was invited
to attend a lecture by Harold R. Wanless (Chair
of the Department of Geological Sciences of the
University of Miami), at the local Gumbo Limbo
Nature Reserve. This linked excellently with
our Marine Science option as well as our Earth
and General Science classes and gave us both
important class material as well as an opportunity
for Professional Development within our varied
Scientific interest areas.
Firstly, Professor Wanless showed charts and
graphical analysis of increasing atmospheric
levels of human produced greenhouse gases and
showed by remote sensing photography how this
has initiated rapid melting of portions of the Arctic
Ice Pack and more worryingly, the Greenland
continental Ice sheet.
The rate of global sea level rise increased nearly
tenfold last century and is currently at 30cms per
century or 3mm per year. Of most serious concern
in Florida, much of which is lower than 20 metres
above sea level, is an anticipated further sea level
rise of 1.5 metres in a positive scenario calculation.
This will destroy nearly all of our sandy barrier reefs
with their important ecosystems (unless they are
protected by costly barriers) force abandonment
and relocation of significant portions of our coastal
cities and ports with their important tourism
industries, result in very significant loss of coastal
wetland and preserved low land habitats like the
Everglades, and effect toxic releases to the existing
marine environment from many low level waste
disposal and contaminated industrial sites.
Dr. Wanless was keen to point out the causal
links in the system and the choices that we have.
It is important that Florida’s counties thoroughly
evaluate the elevations, risks and hazards of present
and anticipated development and infrastructure
and take appropriate action. The pros and cons of
using sea defences were then discussed with an
explanation of the problems faced by permeable
limestone bedrock, meaning that sea water will
simply invade the land behind any sea defence
system. Without doubt, continuing to ignore the
impending impacts of rising sea level will result in

increasingly expensive and catastrophic impacts on
communities and citizens of South Florida later in
the Century. If there was a positive message here
it was that both Presidential candidates have been
determined to place the environment high on the
political agenda and that President Obama realizes
the local and global importance of our Everglades.
What of Boca Raton in 2099?
Fortunately we sit on a low ridge of limestone
with further superficial sand dunes and other
Quaternary deposits that place us above the flood
risk (at least in West Boca). Our barrier islands will
be overwhelmed and so probably make us more
open to Hurricane damage, and the shape of our
coastline will change out of recognition.
Why so dramatic?
Basically, even if we do not increase the pollution
of our environment, the speed of change has created
a momentum that is difficult if not impossible to
stop in the short term and then process-response
mechanisms will then take over. The most salient
point was the constant interaction of processes in
Environmental Science and that we must all share
in our responsibility for Spaceship Earth, if we hope
to keep a semblance of the Quality of Life that we
enjoy today.
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Design And Technology At Blouberg
International School
Blouberg International School
Design and Technology prepares both the very young and growing student to participate in tomorrow’s
rapidly changing technologies. They learn to think and intervene creatively to improve their quality of life.
The subject encourages the students to become independent and creative problem solvers, as individuals
and members of a team.
They must look for needs, wants and opportunities and respond to them by developing a range of ideas
and making products and systems. They are encouraged to combine practical skills with an understanding
of aesthetics, social and emotional issues, function and industrial practices. As they do so, they reflect on
and evaluate present and past design and technology, its uses and effects.
Through design and technology, all students can become discriminating and informed users of products,
and become innovators.

Stacey
Swanepoel’s
salad sandwich
supreme

During Key Stage 1 (Year
1&2) students learn how to think
imaginatively and talk about
what they like and dislike when
designing and making. They
build on their early childhood
experiences of investigating
objects around them. They
explore how familiar things
work and talk about, draw and
model their idea.

During Key Stage 2 (Years 3 to 6) students
work on their own and as a part of a team on a
range of designing and making activities. They
think about what products are used for and the
needs of the people who use them. They plan
what has to be done and identify what works
well and what could be improved in their own
and other people’s designs.
During Key Stage 3 (Years 7 to 9) students
use a wide range of materials to design and
make products. They work out their ideas
with some precision, taking into account how
products will be used, who will use them, how
much they cost and their appearance. They
develop their understanding of designing and
making by investigating products and finding out
about the work of professional designers and
manufacturing industry.
Jared Kingswell – his lighthouse featured
emergency ladder exit points and a hidden
electrical circuit with a flashing lightbulb.
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Introducing
S.W.I.S.H.
International School of Helderberg
“The true delight is in
the finding out rather than
in the knowing”, Isaac
Asimov.
The spirit of these
words has been the
inspiration behind the
Hun Choi Senior
newly
implemented
Science Expo Winner
tradition of Science Week
at International School of Helderberg (S.W.I.S.H).
It is during this week that High School students
are given the opportunity to explore and use their
scientific knowledge to complete various tasks which
have been set. The topics of these tasks were not
only rooted in the traditional disciplines of Physical
Science and Mathematics, but also included topics
from Biology and Geography. The aim of science
week is to foster the enthusiasm of the students
for science and give them an opportunity to explore
aspects of science which are not traditionally
included in the syllabus.
Another feature of S.W.I.S.H. was the launch of
another tradition at the school: The science expo.
The science expo is open to students from the age
of 7 upwards. During the first science expo, project
themes were given according to age groups, with
all themes centred on the statement: “The Earth
in Crisis’. Projects ranged from posters to models
and experiments. The standard of all the entries
was incredibly high and our impartial judges, (both
engineers) spent over two and a half hours deciding
on the winning entry.
Konrad Kuehl and Aiden Timberlake won the
science expo in the junior category for an excellent
model explaining the production of nuclear power
at Eskom. Both Konrad and Aiden impressed the
judges with their extensive knowledge of nuclear
power as a possible long term alternative to fossil
fuel.
Matthew Yuki’s poster depicting his own original
idea of adjusting present power stations to become
greener won him an honourable mention. Alina
Carsten’s excellent model of a wind powered house
also won her an honourable mention. Harry Delport
won the “Akram’s award for scientific potential”

for his simple yet
efficient experiment
in which he was
able to purify water.
The judges were not
only impressed with
Harry’s project but
also the presentation
of his project and the Aiden Timberlake and Konwide range of scientific rad Kuehl Junior Science
knowledge displayed. Expo Winners
The Senior Science expo category was won by
Hun Choi who entered two excellent models and
a poster documenting the effect of global warming
on various environmental systems on the planet. It
was clear to the judges that Hun had researched
the topic thoroughly and demonstrated a high level
of insight into topics relating to global warming.
The first science week and science expo at the
International School of Helderberg can be hailed
as a great success and an inspirational start to
establishing a tradition of scientific learning and
discovery for years to come.
Written by Ray Renault, High School Science
and Biology Teacher

Reception travels
around the world
Blouberg International School
During the last term in 2008 our children had the
opportunity to travel all around the world. We started
with Africa and went through the whole of Europe,
Russia, India, China, Japan, Australia, North and
South America and lastly ended in Antarctica.
Each week we completed a continent as part
of our theme. The children had the opportunity to
explore the cultures, flags, clothes, animals, food
and even the maps on ‘Google earth’ of each
country.
At the end of each week the children had to
dress-up according to the culture of the specific
country and they had the opportunity to taste some
of the food known to
fit with the country.
The children loved it!
The children in
red, white and blue
celebrating French day
and eating crêpes.
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Year 5 & 6 Travel to
the Victoria Era
Blouberg International School
The Year 5 and 6 boys
in traditional Victorian
clothing – a waistcoat
and neckerchief.
Victorian Era clothing
– a white pinafore.

The Year 5’s and 6’s had the privilege to “time
travel” back to the Victorian Era during their visit
to the Conservation and Education Museum in
Wynberg on Thursday, 8th of May.
Upon arrival at the museum they revised
facts about the Victorian Era that could help them
understand their way of doing things. The time
finally arrived for them to experience a proper
Victorian classroom. The students were thrilled with
the dramatic role play and they comfortably took

The Year 5 and 6 girls in traditional Victorian Era
clothing – a white pinafore.

on the roles as Victorian children where they wrote
on slates, did Arithmetic (Maths), rote learning and
were even pretending to be “punished” the Victorian
way.
As part of their History curriculum topic on
the “Victorian Era” they were enthralled by this
almost realistic, hands-on learning opportunity.
The students enjoyed this experience thoroughly
and decided that they were privileged to be part of
modern schooling in the 21st century.

Science Round-up
Holy Trinity School
Y8 pupils visited a local brewery
as part of their Chemistry curriculum.
They visited a local farm where the
hops were grown and then went on to
see how those crops are turned into
a local beer. They could experience
the smells but not the taste of
the brewery product.
In PSRE
lessons they learned about alcohol
awareness and the value of units of
alcohol.
The car-park turned into Cape
Kennedy this term as Year11 took
part in rocket launching exercises.
During the morning, visitors from the
Birmingham University gave lectures
about space travel and rocket
technology as part of the GCSE
Physics curriculum.
Lynne Long, Schools Liaison
Officer, from the School of Physics
and Astronomy presented a lecture to Year 10
pupils on what physicists do and what a physics
degree can lead to. Medical physics was explored

and the pupils were made aware that physicists are
the most sought after in the employment field after
Medicine and Law.
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Iceland Expedition
- October 2008
St. John’s School
In October 2008 a forty-five strong party of
students, parents and staff embarked on what was
to be a truly fantastic expedition to the beautiful
Icelandic wilderness. The four day expedition began
in sleepy Devon at around 5am in the morning with
a coach ride to Heathrow and a very pleasant flight
to Keflavik airport in south-west Iceland.
Many of the party expected another lengthy
coach journey to Reykjavik and were surprised
when we arrived at the world famous Blue Lagoon
geothermal pools. This site was spectacular
and everyone thoroughly enjoyed relaxing in the
steaming milky-blue geothermal waters. In stark
contrast, the backdrop of a snow-sprinkled volcanic
moonscape provided just the magic we had hoped
for. We did eventually force ourselves out and made
the short journey to our Youth Hostel in Reykjavik
where we settled down for the night.
On day two, we headed off for the country, which
by now was under several feet of snow and ice. Our
specially adapted coach with its spiked tyres dealt
with the icy conditions admirably as we travelled
east through the mountains to our next destination,
Thingvellir National Park. This site is important for
two reasons. Firstly, it is one of the few places in
the world where one can see the North American
and Eurasian tectonic plates pulling apart, creating
a spectacular rift valley. Secondly, because it
was here that saw the establishment of the first
democratic parliament in the world in 930AD. The
children were fascinated by these natural wonders
and, as is the custom at Thingvellir, threw coins into
the deep clear blue pools of the many rivulets which
criss-crossed the rift valley.
Later that day we made our way to Geysir where
we watched in awe as the always reliable geyser
‘Strokkur’ erupted into life and provided the perfect
photo opportunity. From here we made our way to
Gulfoss to see a truly inspiring waterfall which was
frozen in sections and provided yet another ‘wow’
moment for the party. As evening approached we
began to make our way to the coastal town of Vik
and were treated to tales of the ‘hidden people’
read by the students on the coach. As the students
continued to read, the twisted and contorted rock

formations we passed seemed to come to life
with the faces of trolls and giants peering down
approvingly from high in the mountains.
After a warm and comfortable overnight stay in
Vik we took an early morning ride to one of Iceland’s
beautiful volcanic beaches at Dyrholaey, where
giant basalt sea stacks dominate the wild and
unpredictable ocean beyond. In summer, Dyrholaey
is also famous for its thousands of nesting puffins
which inhabit the incredible hexagonal basalt
columns of the cliffs.
From Dyrholaey we then took a short ride to
the base of Katla, a giant volcano dominating
the landscape. From here we were taken in an
assortment of giant 4x4 monster trucks up the
mountain to see the impressive Myrdalsjokull glacier
which rises thousands of feet over the volcano
beneath. However, the weather began to close in
and a journey to the summit became impossible.
Instead, we took a short hike to a rocky outcrop
where sensitive geological equipment monitored
the movement of magma beneath. We had hoped
to see the ‘Ice Palace’, a fascinating natural ice
sculpture made by the glacier although we were
now walking in near blizzard conditions and so had
to return to the mountain centre where we thawed
out over lunch.
In the afternoon, we took the road back to
Reykjavik and stopped at two impressive waterfalls
at Seljalandsfoss and Skogar. At Seljalandsfoss a
narrow waterfall plummets over a former sea cliff
and the students enjoyed walking behind the falls
where the sound was deafening. Later at Skogar,
the waterfall took on a completely different character
as a broad curtain of water thundered 60m to the
plunge pool below.
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As day three drew to a close, we returned to our
Youth Hostel in Reykjavik where an evening of ice
skating had been arranged which was followed by a
fantastic meal at the Red Chilli Restaurant nearby.
On the fourth and final day we took to the ocean
on a whale watching expedition. This was a truly
wonderful excursion although there was not a
whale to be seen as they had apparently moved to
deeper water following the bad weather! However,
the voyage took us far into the North Atlantic where
we had an amazing panoramic view of the Icelandic
coastline and mountains beyond. It was truly cold
(around -12 Celsius) and of course the students
soon found the small kiosk on board where toasted
sandwiches and hot chocolate were hurriedly
snapped up!
The final stop before our flight home was to the
Perlan Viewing Platform which is an astonishing
work of architectural design. The rotating tower sits
on top of six hydrothermal water tanks and the view
from the top was breathtaking. From here Reykjavik
city unfolded with the mountains and oceans
creating the perfect natural backdrop beyond.
This was truly a superb expedition which everyone
enjoyed and we hope the students will never forget.
At St.John’s we like to think of ourselves as ‘risk
takers’ and we are now starting to plan our next
expedition of ‘awe and wonder’ for 2010.
Jon Gosse, Deputy Head
and Head of Geography.
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“An Inspector
Calls”
Holy Trinity School
Mr Dunnington took students from Year 10 & 11
who are studying GCSE Drama to a performance
of the National Theatre production of “An Inspector
Calls” at the Birmingham Repertory Theatre. This
exciting production takes a completely new slant
on the work of J. B. Priestley. The following week
students from the AS Theatre Studies course also
attended a performance. “A” level students are
required to write a 1000 word theatre review as part
of their coursework assignment.

Y6 Arts
Masterclass
Holy Trinity School
Year 6 pupils spent a day designing “tutu’s”
during their Masterclass. A visiting artist from
Birmingham University led the day and the designs
were certainly 21st Century. A full display can be
seen in the Prep School Art Room.
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STUDENTS
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Achievements
International School of Hout Bay

Blouberg International School
On the 9th of September,
2008, the Year 6 students
of Blouberg International
School participated in the
National Core Skills Test.
This was a non-curriculum
based assessment which
focuses on the application
of skills and knowledge that
a Grade 6 learner should have developed over
a period of time in school. It was constructed to
accommodate thinking skills that were developed
in language contexts, mathematical or science
contexts, as well as drawing information from
visual stimuli. The assessment required learners
to perform multi-steps of thinking, classified as
‘complex thinking’. One of our students, Vidhur
Simay, achieved an ‘Outstanding’ certificate. This
was only given to students who achieved 75-89%
- a tremendous achievement.

Prize Giving
Assembly
Blouberg International School
Our annual prize giving
is held in December of each
year where we recognise the
outstanding achievements
of
our
students
and
celebrate
their
diverse
talents including academic,
sporting
and
cultural
achievements. We were
treated to performances
by our school choir and
private music students. We
congratulate all of our students for the successes
they have achieved this year. Every one of our
students is special to us and it was a very difficult
choice selecting only a few awards at this Assembly.
We are proud to say that each child in the school
has received at least one certificate this year.
Pictured holding their trophy: Thayne and Keano Dos
Santos who shared the “Soccer player of the Year” title.

Kyle and Ami de Klerk took
part in the 2008 International
Competition and Assessment
of Schools (SIAT) tests.
They were both awarded
gold medals by the University
of New South Wales, Australia
for outstanding results in
Science Grade 5 (Kyle de
Klerk) and Mathematics Grade
3 (Ami de Klerk). Ami and Kyle
Samantha Sadler
achieved the highest marks of
all the children who took part in these tests in South
Africa. Well done to both of you, you can be very
proud of your achievements.
Tala Ross, Jordan White and Guy Herrmann
(High School) are taking part in the Western
Province Cricket Trials.
Samantha Sadler took part in the South African
National Age Groups Synchronized Swimming
Competition in Stellenbosch in December.
Samantha is an U10 swimmer & placed in all her
events, walking away with 2 gold medals, 2 silvers,
and a bronze &
2nd place in the
U12 figures. She
now graduates to
a Swimming South
Africa
Level
2
swimmer. We are
so very proud of
you Sam, keep up Guy Herrmann, Tala Ross and
the excellent work. Jordan White at WP cricket trails

Ami and Kyle de Klerk with their gold medals
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The amazing
Connor Bax

One Laptop Per
Child

Blouberg International School

Boca Prep International School

Age: 9 yrs
The Year 4’s welcomed
a very keen scout
representative to their
class by the name of
Connor Bax this year.
Connor is an exceptionally
talented Year 4 student,
who possesses skills
ranging from being a boy
scout, to playing the guitar,
the piano and doing ‘hip-hop’ dancing. His amazing
skills also extend to his discipline in Karate and
cricketing skills.

Dance
Holy Trinity School
Sian, Rhianna and Ellie Hinton competed in
various sections of the Gloucester Stage Dance
Festival in October. They took part in ballet, lyrical
and modern dance. They danced in solos, duets,
trios and groups.
Sian won one gold, one silver and one bronze
medal. Rhianna won one gold and two bronze
medals. Ellie won one gold, one silver and two
bronze medals. What a tremendous achievement
for a talented trio of girls.

OLPC is a foundation that has
designed a very affordable computing
platform for children in developing
nations. The core concept behind
OLPC is to raise money in order to
provide these laptops to children.
These laptops are very durable, designed for
outdoor use, and for cheap operability within
these remote locations. OLPC’s main concern with
developing nations is the need for consistency of
education throughout the growth of a child, and
how it is just as important as the basic needs of life- as it is education that often can help a person with
their own basic needs in life and further advance
them. Alain Conesa, a 12th grade student at Boca
Prep, has put together a fund raiser in order to
participate in the OLPC cause. Alain has also taken
the time to learn how to design posters and fliers,
as well as address the school during assemblies- all in an effort to inform his teachers, classmates,
and friends of this wonderful cause.

Interhouse Recitation
The Grantham Preparatory School
Grantham Prep held its inaugural Interhouse
Recitation Competition in
December, and the event
was a great success.
Children from Years 3-6
learnt a range of poems
from classics like William
Wordsworth’s
Daffodils,
to Roald Dahl’s hilarious
The Pig. Our panel of
judges was led by Audrey
Leyland, a retired actress
and drama coach, who gave the competitors a
little masterclass at the end of the competition. The
overall winner, Charlie Lyle from Class Six, gave
a subtle and witty performance of Hilaire Belloc’s
Matilda, and went on to compete in the BBC’s Off
By Heart competition. The winning house, in a very
close result, was Newton. We’re all looking forward
to repeating the event next year.
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Kiterider
International School of Hout Bay
Oscar Armstrong, 11, won the trophy for being
the youngest rider out of more than 300, to compete
and finish, the annual downwind dash kiteboarding
event held at Langebaan lagoon. A slightly modified
course this year started at the main beach and
ended in Saladana Harbor; a distance of 20km.
Oscar has shown commitment and perseverance
in pursuing his kiteboarding and has achieved
pleasing results, especially as he has only been
kiting for 18 months. He has his sights firmly set
on doing freestyle kiteboarding competitively in the
future.

Oscar Armstrong in action

Painting in the
Community
International School of Hout Bay
The Year 3 classes were chosen to paint the
interior of a restaurant in Hout Bay. After designing
the murals at school, the children transformed the
space into an underwater paradise.

The Year 3’s hard at work

Dance
Holy Trinity School
Mary is a Year 6 pupil at Holy Trinity School.
Mary started dancing at the age of 4. She trains
thirteen hours a week with the Olga Gwynn School
of Dance and trains in a number of dance skills;
Ballet, Tap, Modern, Acro and Jazz.
In February of this year she attended auditions
for a production of the classical “Nutcracker” ballet
with the English Youth Ballet and performed at the
Grand Theatre, Wolverhampton in September.
Over 600 boys and girls auditioned for a place
with a professional dance company outside of
London and Mary was fortunate enough to be
offered a place.
After 72 hours of intense training Mary was given
two roles; a soldier in Act 1 and a Russian dancer
in Act 2.

Participation in this production gave her a great
insight into the life of a professional dancer and the
dedication required for it.
Due to her performance Mary has been invited
to dance at the Legat School of Dance, a specialist
boarding school for dance.
For the American Association of Dance Mary
secured 3rd place out of 264 dancers for the
National
Scholarship
Awards. She gave a
display of tap as well as
classical ballet.
Mrs
Yvonne
Wilkinson, Headteacher,
said “We are all very
proud of Mary and her
achievements. She is a
credit to her family and
her school.”
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Fencing
Holy Trinity School
Olivia Darby, Year 8, began fencing at HTS
when she was in Year 5. She later joined “Team
Media” the County Training Squad. Her best
achievement in her fencing career came this term
when she came third in the West Midlands and will
go through to the national finals in February. She
represented the under 14’s and Olivia is one year
above her age group!!

Helderberg
Eisteddfod 2008
International School of Helderberg
The International School of Helderberg is very
proud of all their music pupils who entered the
recent Eisteddfod and did very well. Pictured here
are the participants, clockwise from the front left
are: James Gasson (Silver Plus & Gold), Michael
Goncalves (Gold), Konrad Kuehl (Silver & Gold
Plus), Simon Gasson (Silver), Gwyneth James
(Silver
Plus),
Julianna Varley
(Gold Plus), Liam
Walsh (Gold Plus),
Eugene
Varley
(Gold Plus) and
Jonty
Potgieter
(Gold Plus).

Netball
Holy Trinity School
Lucy Mattocks, Year 11, is a star player! As well
as representing the county in Hockey she has also
gained a place
in the county
Netball
team.
She is seen
here in action on
the HTS court,
practising
her
techniques
as
part of her GCSE
studies.

Year 3 Assembly
International School of Hout Bay
As part of their unit Give and Take, the Year
3 class presented an assembly on Rights and
Responsibilities. They learnt strategies for standing
up for themselves, dealing with anger and conflict
and how we as PYP students can strive towards a
better future in today’s difficult world. Each student
designed a poster choosing a Children’s Right to
advertise to the world.

The Year 3 group with their Human Rights Posters
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Art Class
Boca Prep International School

Dinner with a Master
Students created a dinner place setting for a
Master of the Arts of their choice. Once the place
setting was created the students presented their
place setting as if the Master themselves had arrived
for dinner. The presentation included the reason
that the student considered the artist a Master.

This 12 Foot X 26 Foot Mural was a collaboration
of the High School Art Students and the Drama
Department. The Sixth Grade students put on a
play called “Project Peace” and the art students
created the backdrop for the play. The Peace Bus
was representative of a growing concern by Middle
School students for open communication and a
peaceful existence. The Art students learned about
proportion, grids and teamwork.

Robert Cavalli

Mariella Acuna Grade 11:
Mariella created this painting for a
competition by a charity that cuts
hair and donates it to children that
are sick and in need of human
hair. The organization hosted
a haircutting in Boca Prep’s
gymnasium this school year, and
Mariella’s painting won first place. The painting
was also used by the charity
organization on its T Shirts,
as well as published in
the literary publication on
friends taking action.
Mariella Acuna: Grade 11
Acrylic on Canvas Studio Art

Shannon Tamburi
Grade 10:
This
entry was taken from
Shannon’s research
workbook as it explores
the theme of cultural
taboos.
This piece
was also submitted for
a children’s publication
on
friends
taking
action.

The High School Art class has been working on
their Research Workbooks as we prepare for the
International Baccalaureate Diploma program. The
Research Workbooks are a part of the daily work
in the High School art class along with Studio Art.
Both pieces of Art above are samples of the work
of the students who critically research a personal
topic throughout the school year.
The culminating
Art project for the
St.
Petersburg
trip to the Dali
Museum was a
transdisciplinary
project that investigated
the
mathematical proportions and artistic design
needed to make a chair. Dali and Escher were
researched and the students compared and
contrasted the perspective and surrealism of the
artists. Michelle Friswell in 11th grade created
a chair that highlighted many of the principles of
design of both artists.
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Leah Darby

Violin Concert

Holy Trinity School

The Grantham Preparatory School

Leah Darby was among the winners at the
prestigious National Pony Club Challenge. The
competition took place over five days at Draycott
House in Derbyshire.
Leah went on to spend a week with Beijing
Olympic team Bronze Medalist Mary King,
the eventing star who lives in Devon, after the
championships.

Swimarathon 2009
The Grantham Preparatory School
Six of our Junior students took part in the
Grantham Rotary Club Swimarathon on Sunday 8th
February 2009 at the Grantham Meres Swimming
pool. “The Grantham Prep Piranhas” were Jacob
Sheldon, Robert Wyatt(c) Katie Radford, Georgina
Capewell, Megan Ringrose and Hana McMath and
they swam for 1 hour raising over £250 for local
charities. The team achieved a total of 185 lengths
which was a fantastic result beating last year’s total
of 166 lengths. The
Rotary Club were
hoping to achieve
a total of £30,000
from the swim and
we are very proud
of our team who
have contributed
such a large total
for their cause.

The Grantham Prep violinists took centre stage
in February. Seven children aged between 4 and 10
performed with others from a neighbouring primary
school, and professional musicians Eleanor Parry
and Hilary Ford. Many had been playing for just
five months, and the audience of school friends and
parents were very impressed. Eleanor and Hilary
also gave a recital, which really inspired our young
musicians, who were delighted by the enthusiasm
of the Prep school audience.

Staff and Students
Climbing on Table
Mountain, Cape
Town, South Africa
International School of Hout Bay
Recently
John
Alexander
and
students
from
the
International
School of Hout Bay
completed a multipitch route on Table
Mountain. Jessica
Plasket managed to
complete “Atlantic
Crag, Staircase and
Fraser’s”
These
are well known
traditional
routes
on
the
mountain.
Jessica Plasket climbing
Students will now be
“Staircase”
aiming for even more
challenging routes in the surrounding mountains.
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Find that Phone

Letters to Trees

International School of Helderberg

International School of Helderberg

‘FIND THAT PHONE” is the mission of the
three errant mice. In the International School of
Helderberg’s production of the same, that is indeed
what we do.
The school production was a mission to be proud
of. As something of an outsider, I had witnessed
about six weeks of what seemed fairly chaotic
rehearsals, band practices and spaces filled with
messy looking paint and to-become props; lots of
worried-looking moms wielding paintbrushes and
Ms Beauchamp looking a little red faced. Staff
rooms strung with half-finished costumes and lots
of bright fabrics.
Little did I know that I was witnessing the birth of
what could be called a small masterpiece.
“Bringing out the best in every child”. That is just
what they did!
To steal a line from Liam’s character, Mouse 2,
“Wow! That was amaaaaziingg!”
Written by: Jenny Martin extra English Teacher

On Wednesday my teacher, Mrs Wilson had
some very exciting news, she told us that I had won
the Arbour week Competition “Letters to Trees”. I
was thrilled.
I woke up early on Saturday morning, and
my Gran, my Mom and I drove to the nursery in
Rosebank. There were lots of children with their
parents and teachers, and they had a marimba
band playing in the background. They asked us
all to sit down and the prize giving would soon
begin. Sandy, the manager spoke to us all about
how important trees are to our planet, and he
congratulated us all on entering the competition and
on all being winners. Children from Year 3 till Year
7 received prizes, and I was very lucky to receive a
first prize for my Letters to Trees.
I was quite nervous when they called my name
out, I walked up to the front and shook Sandy’s hand
and the photographer took a photograph of me, then
I received all sorts of lovely prizes, including a tree
for my school. What a wonderful day it was. My
Dad and Mum are going to help me plant a tree in
our garden at home because trees are so important
for our environment.
Written by Peta Morris, Year 4 Student

Find that phone,
the slave girls.

The three
Mice, Michael
Goncalves, Liam
Walsh and TerryLynne Weening

Peta Morris, a Year 4 pupil at the International School
of Helderberg won the Starke Aryes Arbour Week
Competition – Letters to Trees, for her Year group.
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From Student to
Model
SEK Budapest International School

friends, and her family that support her, in perfect
balance. She feels very proud and satisfied when
she sees herself in a magazine, because she is
well conscious that those photos are the product
of hours and hours of hard work. Nini strives to
disprove common misconceptions about the world
of fashion, and show us the professional excellence
that can be achieved, as well as the relations that
can be made in this exciting profession. This has
made her stronger, more confident, and also more
responsible than before.
For Nini, studying at SEK Budapest, and studying
two languages, English and Spanish, is very helpful
in forming her career, as she has no problems
communicating with people at international castings.
She is well aware of the difficulties involving her
future career, which is why she has to focus on her
academic performance. This will help her achieve
her goals, which include continuing her studies in
the field of Psychology or Business Management,
and of course gaining recognition in the world of
modeling.
Her classmates and teachers are proud to have
her as a student.

Nikolett Molnár proudly wears her SEK uniform.

Nikolett Molnár, known professionally, and by
her friends as Nini, is one of the best students in the
11th grade. She is only 17 years old, but apart from
being successful student she is very well-known in
the world of fashion and advertising.
Nini started her career when she was 14 by
accepting proposals from different Hungarian
magazines and taking part in a campaign to promote
Hungary’s tourism. Later on, she participated in
various advertisements for mobile phones, clothing,
wedding dresses, and many other things, becoming
step by step, one of the most valued young models
in the country. She has already received many offers
to work abroad, but Nini wants to concentrate on
her studies, and participate in different international
campaigns during summer.
Nini is an outstanding student, who has found a
way to keep her professional life, her studies, her

It is not always easy to recognize
Nini In these glamorous photos.
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Year 11 Job
Shadowing
International School of Helderberg

Rachael Bernhardt on her Job Shadowing experience

I did my work experience in the archaeology
department at the Iziko Museum in Cape Town. For
the 4 days I focused on the working aspects in the
archaeology field and concentrated on making my
time as worthwhile as I could and as best a learning
experience as possible. However I never could
have imagined how much of an impact the time I
spent could have had on me, and just as importantly,
how fast I would become aware of what the working
world is really like. It was an extraordinary, but at
the same time completely exhilarating, feeling to be
completely responsible for myself and so trusted
by so many people who depended on me getting
my work completed in time with the precision and
accuracy that they demanded.
I found myself awe-struck by many of the things
that I was shown while working at the department.
They really went out of their way to teach and show
me things that I had never dreamed of experiencing.
I really feel so privileged to have been working in
such an incredible place. Some of the things I was
shown really made me think far beyond myself.
Things such as handling a 90 000 year old skull and
seeing the oldest yet found piece of artwork in the
world are not things that most will ever experience.
Being able to be part of something as important as
that truly was an honour and it is not something that
I will easily forget.
I really enjoyed how hands on the work was and
how personal it becomes. As I sat in the little office
that they had given me, sorting through a box of

*&4."(";*/&
“special finds’, recording very little shell beads and
a stone tool, I could really connect with the work. I
began to think about people who had chipped away
at a big lump of stone until it became a small delicate
tool, or what the beads were meant to symbolize.
I learnt a lot about office relations while I was
working. I was shown how in an office you all
depend on each other’s help and support in the
work that you do and that your attitude towards
the work and co-workers sets the tone for your
working relationships. I was lucky enough that the
people in the department that I was working in all
got along very well, however I saw that there was a
pettiness in some of the other departments. I found
this pettiness seemed to follow that of the foolish
kind you find when you are at school. The petty
inter-office relations of these departments seemed
to cause them not to work as efficiently as they
could.
I learnt that there is a lot more to archaeology
than I ever thought there was. A lot of time is spent
researching for others and there is always a lot of
administration work to be done. A large range of
skills is required for the work, because aside from
going on digs, there is all manner of curator work that
has to be done as well as the maintenance of the
store rooms, artifacts and archives. It is extremely
difficult to make it big as an archaeologist and in
this country if you do make a big find then finding
funding is a problem.
The experience has definitely helped me to
narrow down my career options. Although I very
much enjoyed the time I spent working there I am
no longer inclined to go onto archaeology. I didn’t
feel as if I was being challenged enough and I
believe I might become bored with the job. I would
however like to do something in similar description
to archaeology such as forensics. I think that the
faster pace may make it more enjoyable for me. I
found working with human remains very much up
my alley and so that is something I may think about
specialising in if I do go into forensics.
I have learnt so much from the work experience
and it has really helped me to narrow down my
interests and think seriously about what I am going
to do after school. I gained a lot from my four days
in the working world and I will treasure some of the
amazing things that I learnt forever.
Written by Rachael Bernhardt, Year 11 Student
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Amanda Lipman
Holy Trinity School
Amanda Lipman teaches violin, singing and
piano at HTS. She was born in Plymouth, and
started to learn the violin and piano at the age of
eight. She won a music scholarship for violin at
Bedales School, and was awarded a gold Medal
for Grade VIII violin. She continued to study violin,
piano and singing at the Royal Academy of Music in
London under Frederick Grinke, Peter Uppard and
Mary Mamlin. She gained the award of a French
government scholarship, and studied post graduate
violin at Ecole Normal de Musique in Paris under
Rene Benedettii.
On returning to England, Amanda joined the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, and later
moved to the BBC Midland Radio Orchestra at
Pebble Mill in Birmingham. For a while she played
with the Pact Symphony Orchestra in South Africa.
She has made several recordings with such
orchestras as the Midlands Radio Orchestra, the
Norrie Parmour Orchestra and the Robert Mandell
and Melochrino Orchestra.
Currently, Amanda now plays with her own duo,
trio and quartet at locations all over the UK.

Paul Wilson MBE
The Grantham Preparatory School
Paul has taught at The Grantham Preparatory
School for three years, introducing children to the
joys of brass instruments. He has set up a school
band, and even organised a ‘Friends’ concert,
involving the children, parents and past pupils of
the school.
Paul was in the RAF for twenty six years where he
became Lead Trumpeter with The Royal Air Force
College Band at RAF Cranwell. He was awarded
the MBE in 1997 for his services to music.
Away from school, Paul and his wife Katie, have
created ‘Music Machine’ a band for children of all
ages from varying backgrounds and schools. The
Band performs several concerts each year, always
raising money for charities, ranging from Help For
Heroes to The Salvation Army. This year Paul
is taking Music Machine on tour to a prestigious
competition in Belgium.
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Yoga and Kids
Boca Prep International School
Yoga means union – The
connection between both the physical
body and the spiritual mind. Children
are born yogis. As they begin to
crawl, they stretch themselves into
a cow pose. And as they learn to
walk, they first lift themselves into a
downward facing dog pose. Practicing both asana
(poses) and pranayam (breathing exercises) helps
to create a balance between mind and body. They
work together in order to achieve overall strength
and flexibility.
In my experience, I have come across so many
kids who are afraid of Yoga as they believe they
are not flexible, and will not be able to do certain
poses (I bet a lot of parents can relate to that too!).
Yoga is not about being perfect or correct. It allows
each child to make mistakes and learn from them.
If a child is giggling during Yoga, that’s great. It
is the way the child is releasing stress or simply
having fun. Yoga is learning how to live without
expectations, how to live in the moment and how
to lead a wonderful life. It helps the child develop a
discipline that will build a strong and flexible body.
The question you might be asking is what is the
benefit of Yoga for my child? Is it just a fad or are
there real benefits for my child? Our children have
been born in the digital age where everything is fast,
information is everywhere and in order to keep up
with times they need to keep up their health. This
age of technology (iPods, computers, television and
competitive sports) causes tense, exhausted bodies
and stressed minds. In this challenging scenario,
Yoga may be just what your child needs for greater
health, energy and academic excellence.
Yoga is the kind of exercise for children that is
non-competitive and works not only the entire body
but also the mind and spirit. Yoga helps tone the
body and relax the mind. Through various postures
and breathing, bones are brought into alignment and
muscles are strengthened, stretched and relaxed.
This process oxygenates the blood helping to tone
the nervous system, improve circulation, promote
flexibility and release tension, leading to greater
focus and concentration by the child on the task at
hand – be it reading a book or hitting a tennis ball.

BENEFITS OF YOGA
• It is absolutely safe for your child.
• It teaches children about their body in a fun
manner. Yoga songs and asanas (stretching
exercises) are approachable and fun for kids.
• It helps negate the effects of the competitive
life (and it’s negative long-term effects) the child
is forced to live.
• It helps children to relax, concentrate and
focus.
• It builds stamina, stability and balance.
• It helps improve digestion, elimination of
toxins and circulation.
• It strengthens the musculature of the
body, elongates the spine and promotes good
posture.
• Children who practice yoga have a good
posture.
• Specific postures help relieve gas and
constipation.
• It improves breathing habits through
pranayam.
• It develops speech skills through the use of
singing and chanting.
• It improves sleeping patterns.
• It improves memory and develops effective
concentration skills.
Did you know that Tom Brady and Tiger Woods
practice Yoga to improve their concentration? Yoga
is exactly what your child needs to achieve a higher
level of concentration and control of their mind and
body, leading to increased overall excellence.
Namaste,
Rakhi Mutreja (Miss Yoga)
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FORMER
STUDENTS
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Tina Richardson
St. John’s School
Tina (Catriona)
Richardson,
a
former pupil at
St John’s School
and now a First
Assistant Editor in
the film industry,
recently worked
on the award winning film Slumdog Millionaire and
writes of her work:
I’ve worked with the editor of Slumdog Millionaire
on four different films including Shaun of the Dead
and Hot Fuzz. The role of an assistant can vary
from film to film, depending on the size of the film
and your relationship with the editor. Most editors
are happy for you to do some editing alongside
them. On Slumdog Millionaire I got to assemble
scenes alongside the editor during the shoot.
We start work on the film when they start shooting
(often a few days before) and whatever is shot one
day we would edit or ‘assemble’ the following day.
So by the end of the shoot you have your first cut
of the film. It’s really important that we’re on board
from day one as we have to check the footage for
technical issues, make sure they have got all the
coverage they need and that the story is working
before all the actors and sets are packed up and
finished with. You’d be amazed how many people
think we only start work when all the filming has been
completed. After this, we spend approximately ten
weeks making the “Directors Cut”. This is usually
the director and editor working closely together in
the edit suite making their cut of the film. My role
during this period is to build up the film with sound
effects, help the editor to do any more work on
specific scenes, find temporary music before the
composer comes on board and generally get the
film in good shape. It takes a long time!
After this you might have a ‘test’ screening
to see how a small audience responds to the
film. The same film can look very different from
watching it in an edit suite to sitting amongst a live
audience seeing how they react and how the story
works. Also at this time we would be working on
sound, re-recording any dialogue that needs it,
adding in visual effects, receiving music from the

composer, getting the titles made, helping the
trailer and marketing department get together what
they need. The editor and assistant editor are the
central department that all other departments come
though with their work. It’s my role to co-ordinate
between sound, music, titles, effects, producers.
It’s the same during the shoot, if you can imagine
everyone else is on set but we are the only ones
who are really seeing what has been captured so
for example we need to let the camera department
know if there is a problem, or the art department
may want to see what the set looks like on screen,
or hair and make up or continuity. We have to be
the eyes and ears for everyone - mostly trying to
spot problems before it’s too late!!
I feel very lucky to be doing my job. I love films,
it’s a simple as that. It’s a hard job, the hours are long
and there can be spells of unemployment between
jobs. But it’s also a lot of fun and hugely rewarding.
Film storytelling can only be a collaborative effort
I’m still amazed by the work I see scriptwriters,
cameramen, composers and, most of all, directors
doing. Editing is one part of a very big team. I’ve
been really lucky to work with some of Britain’s best
directors including Danny Boyle, Edgar Wright and
Neil Marshall, all extraordinarily talented but in very
different ways. As editors we have to be technically
capable but also have a creative eye to bring the
film to life.

Catriona Richardson at the Ace Awards, LA
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Katrin Kennedy

Caroline Park

The Grantham Preparatory School

Holy Trinity School

Katrin Kennedy, a
former pupil of The
Grantham
Preparatory
School, is now studying
at Elmhurst School for
Dance in Association with
the Birmingham Royal
Ballet. Katrin who gained
a place at this coveted
school where places are
extremely sought after, had been attending classes
on a part time basis prior to joining year 7 last
September. The dance faculty under the artistic
leadership of Desmond Kelly, former Assistant
Director of the Birmingham Royal Ballet consists
of former professional dancers with international
experience, who share with the students their
sound technique and extensive repertoire.

Caroline Park left
HTS after gaining
12 A*’s in her GCSE
examinations.
Caroline was a
keen sportswoman
at the school, she
was a member of
the Netball and Hockey teams; she was a champion
swimmer and always ensured that HTS came first
in any gala.
After competing her A levels Caroline has been
accepted at Cambridge University where she will
read Natural Sciences from September 2009.
The photo was taken on top of the Empire State
Building in New York, Caroline took part in the trip
organised by Mr. Dunnington in her final year at
HTS.

Chris Costanzo

David Espinozo

Boca Prep International School

Boca Prep International School

Costanzo Ranks Third in All-Time 3FG
Shooting
Chris Costanzo, one of the nation’s top 3-point
shooters concluded his brilliant career with 183
3FG’s on an amazing 45.75 shooting percentage.
The 5’ 10” sharpshooter finished first in Florida for
the second consecutive year despite facing multiple
defenses,
traps
and the opponents’
best
defenders.
Costanzo,
the
FACA region 17 1A
Player of the Year,
converted
183
3FG’s in 44 games
for a 4.16 average.
Costanzo’s 45.75
3FG% ranks third
All-Time
behind
Erik Kelly (Mn.)
and Brent Fulk
(IL).

Former
student David
Espinozo who
graduated in
June
2007
is
currently
studying
at
Penn
State
University
where
he
is a leading
member of the
Sprint Cycle
Team. While at Boca Prep, David was already
Under 18 Florida Sprint Champion and nationally
ranked. He has gone on to gain multiple first places
at the Under 22 College and National cycling
tournaments and has high hopes for the fast
approaching 2009 season. We wish David the very
greatest success at the forthcoming PanAmerican
Games and hopefully at Olympic qualifying events
for London, 2012.
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Jonathan Watkins

Donavon Henry

St. John’s School

Boca Prep International School

Jonny started at Eton
in 2002 in Year 9, which
at Eton is known as F
Block. The jump from
a small school like St
Johns to a large boys
school was huge but
Jonny has coped with it
remarkably well. Sport
still plays a major part of
his life. In the first year he played rugby but this year
played football. He has also enjoyed greatly the
‘Field Game’ and the other vast range of facilities
Eton has to offer. He has been successful in
athletics and particularly middle and long distance.
In 2008 he broke the school 5000m record for his
age and during the autumn of 2008 ran a 10,000m
charity run and finished in the top 20 out of over 200
runners even though he was officially underage! In
2009 he has qualified to run for Berkshire in the
Intermediate age group.
Academically, Jonny has strived hard to achieve
and has been enourmously successfull in doing so.
The grounding that St John’s gave him has been
of huge benefit and he has been commended in all
areas of study.

Jessica Helft
Boca Prep International School
Jessica Helft, class of 2007,
is currently majoring in Music
Business Administration at
Berklee College of Music in
Boston.
Jessica’s interest
in music blossomed during
her sophomore year.
It
became evident that she
would continue her education
focusing on a music related
career path. On a recent
visit, Jessica was excited about her classes and
spoke about some of the famous alumni including
producer/arranger Quincy Jones; rock singer/
songwriter Melissa Etheridge; Steely Dan leader
Donald Fagen. We wish Jessica continued success
with her studies.

D o n o v a n
Henry, who left
Boca Prep in 10th
grade to attend
the
prestigious
Bradenton Soccer
Academy,
has
returned to the
National Soccer
team after knee
surgery. He has
recently returned
from Spain and
Chile
playing
in
tournaments
where
the
American team was victorious. We wish him every
success in his future career and look forward to
seeing him continue to represent the National
Team.

Emily King
St. John’s School
Last
summer,
I
qualified for the National
Preparatory
Schools
Championship Athletics
Tournament,
at
the
Alexander
Stadium,
Birmingham. After only
just qualifying at Kelly
College, I was lucky to
be part of this prestigious
event.
There were 20 finalists from all over England
and there was a buzz in the air. My personal best
at the time was 1.39m, so I was determined to beat
that, as well as trying to win! I was jumping pretty
consistently, only having one second jump. One
by one the contestants reached their limits and
dropped out. Eventually there was only one girl
and myself left. The tension was high…and so was
the bar! My opponent failed to clear 1.42m, and as
I flew over the bar I realised that I was National U12
Champion.
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ISP Student
Programme
Boca Prep International School
The International Student Programme (ISP) has
maintained its popularity and gives the children the
opportunity to study in Boca Raton for any period of
time from a few weeks to a trimester. With a network
of Homestay families here in Boca Raton, we can
now accommodate youngsters from 11 to 17 years
of age in a warm, nurturing, safe and educational
environment, giving them an unforgettable
experience of student life in the USA.
As an IB World School, our academic standards
are high; but every afternoon, additional support is
provided to ISP students working in their second or
third language by our trained staff.

International
ProgrammeS
St John’s School
From 2 weeks to a full year and more, St John’s
offers a wonderful experience for students from
around the world. Not only is it a place which will
create lasting memories for its students, set in an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty on the Jurassic
Coast of South West England but the experiences
which our visitors have, staying at St John’s
School, will create lasting memories in the nature
of “learning”.
Here we combine learning English with our full
time students during the
term time, joining in with
traditional lessons and
the English Boarding
experience, with making
friends, joining school
teams
in
Athletics,
Cricket, Rugby, Netball
and many other sports.
Music and Drama, Art,
Design and IT also bring
variety to packed weeks
at School. Weekend are
a mixture of relaxing in
a family atmosphere,
catching up on study and
visiting areas of local

Snorkelling in the
John Pennecamp
State Park. Florida
has the third longest
Barrier Coral Reef
in the world

interest from castles, fossil hunting, aquarium visits
to mountain biking, camping and adventure parks.
Now, implementing IB style programs, St. John´s
will guarantee the highest academic level.
For full integration into St John’s School during
the Academic Year of 2009 / 10, for periods from
2 weeks through to a full year the dates are as
follows:
Term 1 Sept 1 – Dec 11
Term 2 Jan 5 – Mar 26
Term 3 Apr 19 – July 16
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2008 InterSEK
Sports Competition
Santiago, Chile
International School of Hout Bay
The International School of Hout Bay has a proud
tradition of attending the InterSEK events. Since
the school was acquired by IES, the students have
attended all the InterSEK competitions. In 2008, the
students once again responded positively and the
school managed to field 22 students at the 2008
Sports InterSEK that was held in Santiago, Chile.
After flying via Buenos Aires from Cape Town,
the students eventually landed in Santiago.
Immediately it became apparent that the Chilean
people were incredibly friendly and hospitable. The
students and teachers from South Africa were spoilt
rotten by their hosts.
Since we had arrived early , our students were
allowed to attend classes in the Santiago school.
Many of our students were asked to teach English
and in turn they learnt Spanish.
On the Monday, the competition started with an
opening ceremony and soon our students were
competing against the many other schools from
around the world.
While we gave of our best, it soon became
apparent that as a small school we could not field
enough students who could excel on the sports
field. In many sports we were outclassed. However

Hout Bay students and teachers in Santiago, Chile

Zayd Baba and Allie Albers flying the South African flag
at the closing ceremony in Santiago, Chile

this did not stop the students from showing great
determination. The true spirit of the InterSEK was
reflected when other schools offered their students
to join our school team to allow us to play with full
teams. There are no losers in an InterSEK, there
are only winners !
Despite having a relatively young team , the
swimmers in the gala and the athletes on the
track managed to hold their own. Appreciation and
congratulations must go to those non-swimming
students who were asked to assist in swimming.
This move became necessary as some swimmers
were injured in other sports and were not available
to participate in the gala.
At the end of the competition, the International
School of Hout Bay did not win any medals, but
we made lasting friendships and left Chile with fond
memories.
Thank you again to the Santiago SEK
International School for hosting the InterSEK
and making the South African contingent feel at
“home“.
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To be or IB? That is the question
SEK Budapest International School

IB students with their teacher.

Many students would agree with the famous IB
quote “If you choose to be, don’t choose IB”, but
they still opt for IB.
IB or the International Baccalaureate offers
one of the most widely accepted pre-university
global education programmes in the world. The
organization, founded in 1968, is governed by
the IB Organization in Geneva, Switzerland and
administered from Cardiff, Wales. Today, the
organization gathers hundreds of educators around
the world to update curriculums, train teachers,
assess thousands of student and their work, etc.
But, what makes this programme so attractive
for our students? Every year, the new generation of
the 10th graders will come with the same question
– Teacher, should I go to IB or not? What to answer
to them?
Some critics of the IB say its multicultural themes
promote conflict with traditional national values; not
all national universities recognize IB diploma, etc.

Supporters
say
it
develops
more
independence for self
directed learners, and
they point out it is
especially well suited
for global nomads, or
third culture kids whose
number is dramatically
increasing.
My current IB students say it is challenging and
rigorous program that does not leave time for any
social life.
As an IB Coordinator I would say IB is just one of
many options in front of today’s young generation.
There is no right or wrong choice, because in the
end all the educational programs must fulfill the
same goal, to prepare young people for successful
life.
Ivana Cvetkovic T, IB Coordinator

IB Diploma
International School of Hout Bay
The International School of Hout Bay is proud to
announce their authorisation to offer the IB Diploma
Programme. All the staff members have been hard
at work developing course outlines, resources and
undergoing training in order to offer a world class
education. We have upgraded our library, Science
and Art departments and are looking forward to the
start of our journey as an IB World School and the
role that we can play in the global community.

Language Show
Holy Trinity School
Pupils from Year 8 & 9 presented an evening
of French & Spanish language skills. Songs,
poems, dramas were all presented in the target
language. This made the learning of a Modern
Foreign Language come alive and the full concert
hall appreciated a variety of skills and talent and a
most entertaining evening. Here two pupils from
Year 7 display their talents as puppeteers.
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Article From Mary
King

Tamas Darnyi
Boca Prep International School

St. John’s School
I have been involved with the equestrian sport
of three day eventing for 30 years and have been
fortunate enough to have represented Great Britain
at five Olympic Games.
Last year at the Bejing Games we won team
bronze. The equestrian events were held in Hong
Kong with the dressage and show jumping phases
at Cha Tin racecourse and the cross country phase
at Beas River 40 minutes away.

Mary King (2nd from left)

The long flight and the heat and humidity out
there caused great concern, as the horses health
is paramount to both riders and owners, but they
coped admirably.
As a team we went out to the Olympics with
the aim of bringing back gold but, with a number
of unfortunate problems, I felt we had done well to
bring back bronze.
Having been lucky to win silver in Athens in
2004, I am going to have to keep going for another
few years to complete the set! Roll on 2012!

Mr. Tamas Darnyi started swimming at the age
of six and after just his first season had won his first
medal under coach Tivadar Szlavicsek. Numerous
victories quickly followed as he both studied and
practiced sport in Hungary. After finishing High
School in 1986, he became two-time Gold Medalist
at 200 meters and 400 meters Individual Medley
at the World Championship. He became Olympic
champion in the same events in Seoul in 1988
and again in Barcelona in 1992. In all, he has won
4 World Championships, 4 Olympic medals, 8
European Championship medals and a medal for
200 meter butterfly in 1987. Additionally, Tamas
Darnyi was named “male swimmer of the year” in
1987 and 1991 by “Swimming World Magazine” and
is considered by many to be one of the greatest allround swimmers in history. He was undefeated at
both 200 and 400 meters for eight years.
We are proud and honored to count on the Darnyi
family as members of the Boca Prep Community
and are pleased that he has been able to return to
the swim centre where he trained and competed
during his swimming career (when Boca Prep was
the site of an Olympic swim centre). Tamas Darnyi
retired from competitive swimming in 1993.
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Blouberg International
School
21 Dorchester Drive, Parklands
7441 Cape Town
South Africa
Tel: (27) 21 557-9071
Fax: (27) 21 557-9027
blouberg.info@iesedu.com
www.blouberginternational.co.za

Boca Prep International
School
10333 Diego Drive South
Boca Raton, FL. 33428 - USA
Tel: (1-561) 852-1410
Fax: (1-561) 470-6124
contact.boca@iesedu.com
www.bocaprep.net

Holy Trinity School
Birmingham Road, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire DY10 2BY U.K.
Tel: +44 (0) 1562 822929
Fax: +44 (0) 1562 865 137
admission@holytrinity.co.uk
www.holytrinity.co.uk

International School of
Helderberg
Hazelden Drive, Heritage Park,
Somerset West 7130
Cape Town,
South Africa
Tel: (27) 21 851-6290/1
Fax: (27) 21 851-6292
info@ishelderberg.org.za
www.helderberg.iesedu.com

International School of Hout
Bay
Suite 164 Private Bag X14
Hout Bay 7872
Cape Town, South Africa
Tel: (27) 21 790-8149 - (27) 21 790-6285
Fax: (27) 21 790-5814
contact.houtbay@iesedu.com
www.houtbay.iesedu.com

SEK Budapest, Óvoda,
Általános Iskola és
Gimnázium
Huvösvölgyi út 131
1021 Budapest - Hungria
Tel: (361) 3942968
Fax: (361) 2006615
contact.budapest@iesedu.com
www.budapest.iesedu.com

St John’s School
Broadway Rd, Sidmouth, Devon,
EX10 8RG, England, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1395 513 984
Fax: +44 (0) 1395 514 539
info@stjohnsdevon.co.uk
www.stjohnsdevon.co.uk

www.iesedu.com

The Grantham Preparatory
School
Gorse Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire,
NG31 7UF, England, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1476 593293
contact.grantham@iesedu.com
www.granthamprep.co.uk
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